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Grill fire renews safety concerns 
Unattended barbecue at South View burns hole 
in balcony; snow stops flames from spreading 
by Shannon Ballard 
contributing writer 
A grill left burning caused a 
fire on a balcony at Southview 
apartments last Tuesday and 
renewed the fire department's 
concern about grills and fire safe- 
ty- 
The grill's owner placed the 
still-smoldering grill in snow on 
the balcony Monday night, said 
junior Scott Ashcraft, the grill 
owner's roommate. Ashcraft 
would not identify the owner of 
the grill. 
The next morning, neighbors 
below the apartment noticed 
ashes falling from the balcony 
and 'reported the fire. HFD 
responded and contained the fire, 
which burned a foot-wide hole 
through the balcony. 
"The fact that there was sever- 
al inches of snow on the balcony 
kept [the fire] from spreading," 
Harrisonburg Fire Chief Larry 
Shifflettsaid. 
"We see [grills at apartment 
complexes] as a very significant 
problem," Shifflett said. "If 
you're using a grill on that bal- 
cony, typically the fire that occurs 
will occur long after the cooking 
is done, later that night when 
people are most likely asleep." 
Southview property manager 
Susan Givens said she'd previ- 
ously warned the grill's owner 
that he must remove the grill, 
and the owner told Givens it 
would be removed. Because of 
snowfall, Givens didn't check 
whether the owner had removed 
it. 
There have been two other 
grill fires in recent years, Shifflett 
said. Last May, a charcoal grill 
left unattended caused a fire at 
Ashby Crossing apartments that 
damaged two buildings and 
Some Southview residents 
said they didn't know about the 
no-grill clause and have mixed 
feelings about it. 
"I wasn't aware of the rule 
against grills, but then again, I 
don't know much about the 
forced 30 tenants to relocate. A 
fire in Hunters Ridge set the side 
of an apartment build- 
ing Completely on fire, •*■■■■"■■■■■^mtiammmmm^^^— 
9r£d#. fire at   "If you're using a grill 
Southview renewed the m fatf \)alCOny  typically 
fire department s con- •»*   •/r ' 
cern about cooking grills fne fire fatf OCCUTS Will 
and is prompting action. ^ 
"We're studying now OCCUY \0T12 after COOkitlg 
what   our    response , i •   i 
should be," shifflett is done, later that night 
one option is to take when people are most 
the issue to the city   ...    ■ . 
council and have a city  UKeiy OSieep. 
ordinance passed to ban 
>y 
grills   completely   in 
apartments, he said. 
Givens said 
Southview      doesn't  
allow residents to have 
outdoor grills on the premises, 
and a clause in the lease indicates 
this. 
Larry Shifflett 
Harrisonburg fire chief 
lease," sophomore Kylie McKeag 
said. "I guess it's reasonable 
because of what happened at 
Ashby Crossing last year. But it 
sucks because they're good to 
have in the summer." 
Senior Brandon Frank said, "I 
don't know about the rule in the 
lease. But stemming from last 
year's incident at Ashby 
Crossing, I was aware [by word 
of mouth] that we weren't 
allowed to have grills. 
"I think grill safety depends on 
how responsible people are," 
Frank said. "But I agree with the 
rule because it can cause too 
much damage in an apartment 
building." 
Givens said that after notifying 
students she'll inspect apart- 
ments every three months. If she 
finds a grill, she will warn resi- 
dents in a letter to remove it and 
confiscate the grill until the end 
of the lease. 
"Sometimes, we may end up 
just taking [grills]," she said. • 
"They know better, and they've 
been warned." 
The issue of whether to warn 
residents or simply confiscate the 
see GRILL page 2 
Gross anatomy 
ASHLEY McGINNISS/««i/ri*ufi/iK photographer 
It's cold outside, but there's plenty of studying to do inside. Erin Nash, a sophomore health science major, 
spends Saturday preparing for her anatomy test (BIO 290). She said she finds studying for the class rigor- 
ous and time-consuming. 
Arts and Letters seeks 
associate dean for 
GenEd development 
by Brian Westley 
contributing writer 
To support the General Education Program, the College of 
Arts and Letters is seeking candidates for the position of 
associate dean for program development. A key role of the 
associate dean is to represent the 
college in the GenEd Program. 
'Ten to 15 percent of the associate I 
dean's time will'be spent working 
with the General Education Program," 
said Richard Whitman, dean of the | 
College of Arts and Letters. 
In addition, the associate dean will ] 
supervise the college's major and 
minor programs and help redefine I 
existing and future programs. 
"The decision to hire an associate I 
dean is something that grew out of 
discussion  with   [Doug]   Brown, 
[Acting] Vice President of Academic Rlcliara Whitman 
Affairs," Whitman said. "We determined it was the best way to 
meet our need." 
Linda Halpem, dean of general education, said, "It will be 
helpful to have a single individual through whom the GenEd 
see DEAN page 2 
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"To the press alone, chequered as 
it is with abuses, the world is 
indebted for all the triumphs 
which have been gained by 
reason and humanity over error 
and oppression." 
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In Thursday's issue of The 
Breeze, the article "AIDS pro- 
gram mixes humor with seri- 
ous message" should have 
said Joel Goldman contracted 
the AIDS virus after mixing 
sex and alcohol. 
The Breeze is published Monday 
and Thursday mornings and 
distributed throughout James 
Madison University and the local 
Harrisonburg community. 
Comments and complaints should 
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continued from page 1 
prohibited grills is a controversial one, Givens 
said. "In the time between when you warn 
them and they are removed, anything can 
happen." 
Colleen Pendry, director of property man- 
agement for Coldwell Banker, said she hasn't 
had any fires related to grills at the properties 
she manages. Coldwell's properties include 
Olde Mill Village, College Station, Holly 
Court Apartments, Madison Square and 
Madison Manor. 
The leases don't allow residents to have 
grills, but she thinks it's fortunate that only 
Madison Manor condominiums have bal- 
conies. 
"Decks are a culprit — I'm glad [Coldwell] 
doesn't have them," Pendry said. "The [table 
top grills] are pretty bad. The whole bottom 
burns out, hits the deck and burns right 
through." 
If management does find grills, the owners 
are notified in writing to remove it and are 
given the opportunity to remedy the breach 
of contract, Pendry said. Property managers 
notify habitual offenders and confiscate grills. 
"Students ask every year, especially 
around graduation, if they can grill on the 
property," Pendry said. "The answer is no — 
we have to be consistent on this." 
HFD doesn't have jurisdiction over grills 
and can only enforce fire code violations in 
common areas of buildings, such as hallways 
and stairways, Shifflett said. No obstruction 
of passages is allowed because if a fire occurs, 
smoke causes poor visibility and evacuation 
becomes difficult. 
"Something as simple as a bicycle in the 
hallways is a violation of the code, and prop- 
erty management would be advised to 
remove it," Shifflett said. 
Massanutten madness JEAN PHlLUPSOmiaJ) photograph 
Senior Janice Dahlman suits up to hit the slopes of Massanutten for Monday Night 
Madness Feb. 9. Skiers who own their own equipment pay only $10 for a lift ticket Ski or 
board rental and a lift ticket costs $20. The deal runs from noon to 10 p.m. on Mondavs 
through March and js open, to anyone,, ,        (, .,,,,.,  v, ,. 
Dean _ 
continued from page 1 -       — 
Program and the College of Arts and Letters 
can communicate." 
The GenEd Program is structured 
differently than the Liberal Studies program 
it replaces and requires new administration 
Halpern said. Because of the unique nature 
of the clusters and classes, the program 
needs more administrators and faculty, she 
said. 
'The increased coordination of the new 
program has required increased 
administration," Halpern said. "There was a 
loose administrative structure for liberal 
studies, since it was a loose collection of 
courses in different distribution areas, not a 
coordinated program." 
The College of Arts and Letters, the 
largest of JMU's colleges, includes five 
schools, six departments, two centers, an 
institute and approximately 220 faculty 
according to the 1997-'98 Undergraduate 
Catalog. Forty percent of JMU's faculty 
teaches in the college. 
The College of Arts and Letters is also 
more involved with the GenEd Program 
than any other college. GenEd clusters one 
through four involve the College of Arts and 
Letters. Because of this, the college needs to 
have an individual to work with the GenF.d 
program, Whitman said. 
While some administrators say the 
increased scope of GenEd warrants hiring a 
new associate dean, there is some debate as 
to how the faculty feels about the move. 
"My concern is that the university is 
getting too top-heavy with administrators,'' 
said Cynthia Gilliatt, associate professor of 
English. "A lot of faculty are concerned 
with the balance between teachers and 
administrators. It's an ongoing concern ->f 
mine. 
"It's not just with JMU," she said. "I think 
those in Richmond who are concerned with 
the cost of higher education and parents 
who wonder what their money is going to 
every semester are concerned [about the 
cost of having additional administrators]." 
But both Joan Frederick, faculty concerns 
committee chair, and Carter Lyons, 
academic policies committee chair, said 
they are unaware of any faculty 
apprehension. 
In response to concerns, Whitman said, 
"Everyone is concerned with administrative 
bloat. There needs to be an appropriate mix 
between administrators and faculty. 
"However, periodically the complexity of 
programs requires additional administrators 
to address our needs," he said. "This 
position is a need for this college. We are in 
a time of tremendous growth. Next year we 
will add 80 more positions to JMU, many of 
which will be faculty positions." 
The SMAD department closed its doors 
in November because the number of SMAD 
majors jumped by 200 while the number ot 
faculty remained the same. 
Whitman said, "SMAD was the first of 
our needs for new faculty," he said 
"Currently we are looking for a new poison 
for multimedia but the need for equipmen; 
is also a consideration." 
Associate dean for arts and letters David 
Jeffrey is the chair of the search committee 
It also includes history professor Sidney 
Bland, music professor Joe Estock, political 
science professor Kay Knickrehm, Russian 
and French professor Betty Neatrour and 
English professor Jeanne Nostrandt. 
The application deadline for the position 
is March 25. JMU is searching nationally for 
rcandidates,-and rrad not received any 
applications at press time. 
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Judicial or criminal charge: what's the difference? 
The Breeze examines the proceedings that result when a student is charged with an offense 
by Jen Bonds 
contributing writer 
Students who read police log 
are aware of crimes committed 
last weekend, but what happens 
after an incident appears in the 
log? 
JMU Police judicially charged 
479 students during fall 1997 
semester, and 270 students were 
charged criminally during the 
'96-'97 year, according to JMU 
Police. 
Not all charges are created 
equal: the difference between a 
judicial and criminal charge 
The most common judicial 
charges last semester were alco- 
hol violations, with 353 students 
charged. Other common offenses 
were non-compliance, disorderly 
conduct, responsibility for guests 
and failing to comply with disci- 
plinary action. 
Both criminal and judicial 
charges mean a student has vio- 
lated a state or local law, but a 
judicial charge can also denote a 
violation of a university policy, as 
set out by the JMU student hand- 
book. Criminal charges lead to 
court proceedings, but the uni- 
fication of official information, 
sexual assault and theft. Judicial 
charges exclusive to the universi- 
ty include littering, housing pets 
in residence halls and smoking in 
prohibited areas. 
versity's Office of Judicial Affairs 
deals with judicial charges. 
Both JMU Police and Har- 
risonburg Police Department can 
charge students criminally, but 
only JMU police can charge a stu- 
dent judicially. If the offense 
falls under both university 
and local law, the decision to 
charge judicially is up to the 
*%£%Sm*«>. UMU's] intent. We are 
rS^tS here to help the students 
^t^ll£«*£™ and create more 
awareness of university 
policy." 
"[To punish] is not 
JMU policies." 
Mike Way, director of 
judicial affairs at JMU, said 
he thinks criminal charges 
and the Virginia judicial sys- 
tem have two purposes: to 
deter crime by publicizing — 
through police log, and to pun- 
ish. The purpose of judicial 
charges is not solely to punish, 
but to prevent later occurrences. 
"[To punish] is not [JMU's 
sole] intent," Way said. "We are 
here to help the students and cre- 
ate more awareness of university 
policy." 
JMU Police can issue a judicial 
charge for violations like under- 
age consumption of alcohol, falsi- 
Mike Way 
director of judicial affairs 
Proceedings following a crimi- 
nal charge 
When a student is charged 
criminally by either HPD or JMU 
Police, local court proceedings 
follow, Way said. But HPD will 
provide a list of university stu- 
dents charged criminally to the 
Office of Judicial Affairs if the 
office requests this information. 
The office may then notify the 
student they have also been 
charged judicially by the univer- 
sity. The office delays all judicial 
proceedings until criminal pro- 
ceedings have been completed. 
Meeting with a hearing offi- 
mm cer about a judicial charge 
If student's are judicially 
charged with offenses, the 
Office of Judicial Affairs noti- 
fies them that JMU Police 
have brought charges against 
them. 
A student must then meet 
with a Judicial Office hearing 
officer, who explains the 
charge and the student's 
rights and allows a state- 
ment Way said. If the officer 
finds the student not respon- 
sible for the charge, the inci- 
dent doesn't go on the stu- 
dent's record. If the officer finds a 
student responsible for the 
offense, the officer assigns a sanc- 
tion. Sanctions for violations 
include disciplinary probation, 
educational workshops, commu- 
nity service, special assignments 
in the JMU community, fines, 
suspension or expulsion from 
university housing and suspen- 
sion or expulsion from the uni- 
versity. 
"Sanctions for students found 
responsible are not cookie-cutter 
decisions where if a certain rule is 
violated, the sanction will always 
be the same," Rebecca Poma, 
assistant director of judicial 
affairs, said, "it depends on the 
severity of the violation, and the 
needs of the particular student." 
For example, a student found 
responsible for underage con- 
sumption of alcohol, a judicial 
and criminal offense, may be 
required to attend an alcohol 
education program. Some pro- 
grams the Office of Judicial 
Affairs offers are run by trained 
students. 
A student can then accept or 
reject the sanction. If he or she 
rejects the officer's decision, the 
case goes to the University 
Judicial Council. 
Facing the University Judicial 
Council and its decision 
The University Judicial 
Council is a group of JMU stu- 
dents, faculty and staff selected 
each year by the Office of Judicial 
Affairs to make decisions on a 
student's responsibility if he 
rejects the original sanction. "We 
see JUDICIAL page 9 
jkJi4d Lm 
• POLICE L0G9 
1 
by Neal Crovo 
police reporter 
Campus police report the following: 
Summons Served for Bad Check/ 
Assistance    of    an*   Outside 
Department 
• Kevan A. Johnson, 20, of Preston, Md., was 
served a summons for allegedly writing a bad 
check at 1:51 p.m. Feb. 9. 
Petty Larceny 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole $10 from 
a wallet on the second floor fitness room at the 
University Recreation Center at 2:20 p.m. Feb. 12. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a "First 
Down" reversible jacket and winter gloves from the 
PC Ballroom between 10 p.m. Feb. 7 and 2 am. 
Feb. 8. 
The estimated value of the items is $157. 
Burglary 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly entered 
several offices, some of which are JMU offices, at 
250 E. Market St between 5 p.m. Feb. 10 and 7 
am. Feb. 11. 
Fire Alarm 
• Unidentified individuals reportedly burned 
popcorn on the stove and activated the fire alarm in 
Weaver Hal at 10:37 p.m. Feb. 12. 
The system was reset 
Number of drunk in public charges since June 4:, 
56 
JMU works to recognize Black 
History month throughout year 
by Matt Phillips r 
contributing writer 
February marks the national celebra- 
tion of Black History Month, but in the last 
six years JMU has worked to recognize 
Black History Month year-round, accord- 
ing to one administrator. 
Zebulun Davenport, director of the 
Center for Multicultural Student Services, 
said the nature of JMU's celebration of 
Black History Month has dramatically 
changed since he graduated from JMU in 
1992. Since then, CMSS has sponsored 
events and speakers to celebrate black his- 
tory throughout the year. 
"[These events have] created an 
awareness that different cultures can be 
celebrated all the time," Davenport said. 
"So you will notice more programs for 
minorities year-round." 
CMSS and UPB have planned several 
events for February. The two organiza- 
tions will sponsor the play "Black Man 
Rising" Tuesday in Wilson Hall. 
"[This is] a play that celebrates the spir- 
it of the black male," said Chris Ship, UPB 
coordinator. 
Faculty, staff and graduate students of 
all races can meet at "Madison After 
Hours," a social gathering. Students can 
also view "Soul Food," a film about the 
strength of the black family, Feb. 27 and 28 
in Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 
In March, UPB will sponsor several 
lack    Histo TY    Month 
events sponsored by CMSS and UPB 
• play "Black Man Rising" - Tuesday at Wilson Hall 
• film "Soul Food" - Feb. 27 & 28 at Grafton- 
Stovall 
• Hip-Hop forum - Feb. 28 with DJ Terry Butler 
of 103JAMZ 
• performances in March by Wyclef Jean, Ben Harper, 
Lady Smith Black Mambazo (back-up singer for Paul Simon) 
performances by major black artists such 
as Wyclef Jean, Ben Harper and Lady 
Smith Black Mambazo, a back-up singer 
for Paul Simon. 
The Black Student Alliance is also 
involved in Black History Month pro- 
grams. BSA will sponsor a hip-hop forum 
on Feb. 28. DJ Terry Butler of 103 JAMZ in 
Tidewater will discuss hip-hop culture 
with students and faculty. 
Although JMU has expanded its cele- 
bration of Black History Month, some feel 
more recognition is necessary. "As an 
institution, there is room for us to do 
more," Davenport said. "As a result of the 
JENNIFER E. LoMMJROIcontributing artist 
growing minority populations, namely 
the Hispanic and Asian community, we 
need to increase our support to these stu- 
dents." 
Some students agree that JMU should 
do more to celebrate black history. 
Senior Gene Wheeler said, "There's a 
few nice programs for Black History 
Month, but there's a lot more that could be 
done." 
According to Gary McCoy, head of 
BSA, a certain degree of apathy exists 
among black students at JMU. 
"People need to take more pride in 
their own and others' heritage," he said. 
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Williamson Hughes 
Pharmacy & Home Health 
In House Charge Accounts may be established to 
be paid directly by your parents 
$3.00 off a new or transferred 
prescription with this ad 
2E The Student's Pharmacy HOURS M-F 8:30-6:00 
Sat 9:00-12:00 434-8650 434-2372 
1021 South Main Street, Harrisonburg (Beside JM's) 
Jirst Visit in 
Jebruary 
at A 
tropical ^ans, 9nc. 
3061S. Main St. 
-at 433-171? 
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MON. - FRI. 8 A.M. -10 P.M. 
SATURDAY 9 A.M. - 9 P.M. 
SUNDAY  1 P.M. - 10 P.M. 
Tin's Week's Special 
All Eclipse 2000 and 
American Itodv 
Building Drinks 25% oil! 
[«][=l 
% %dim ttdwlty (fata PiemU: 
%mUhdwkty 
7<ut&y* 302 
Feb 18- Mentors and Team Building 
March 4-  Socialization of Women 
March 18-Feminine Styles  of Leadership 
April 1 - Genderspeak 
April 15- Principles of Persuasive Leadership 
April 29- Where Do We Go From Here? 
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It's a beautiful day in the neighborhood 
for sweater drive; donations slow so far 
by Lisa Rosato 
JENNIFER BAKER/photo editor 
Donated sweaters sit in a bin set up in the WPVT lobby Saturday afternoon. All 
charitable items will be given to the less fortunate in the Harrisonburg area. 
staff writer 
Students feeling neighborly can donate 
sweaters to the United Way offices in 
Harrisonburg and WVPT Public 
Television station to help the local less for- 
tunate this winter. 
WVPT and local United Way agencies 
have jointly organized a sweater drive to 
benefit local communities and commemo- 
rate the 30th anniversary of the children's 
television show "Mister Rogers' 
Neighborhood." 
Contributions have been slow so far, 
Jennifer Hariris, staff .assistant at the 
Harrisonburg United Way, said. "We are 
trying to get JMU students involved in 
donating [as well as] community support. 
"Harrisonburg is good at helping fellow 
citizens out so we hope donations will 
start coming in.jfc. 
WVPT andftMited Way will accept 
donations unbf-March 31. Sweaters must 
be clean. The Sweater drive also commem- 
orates 30 years of public broadcasting for 
WVPT, said Peter Thompson, WVPT's 
Charlottesville representative. 
United Way Agencies throughout the 
Shenandoah Valley and the Western 
Piedmont Region will distribute donated 
An afternoon at the roundtable 
Students, professors gather to discuss effective teaching methods 
by Julia Filz 
senior writer 
Five students had the opportunity to 
assess teaching styles of JMU professors 
and share their ideas for improvements 
Thursday at a round table discussion 
panel. 
The panel was comprised of five stu- 
dents of different majors and academic 
levels, who were asked to share their expe- 
riences with class content, class size and 
JMU professors. The students also gave the 
nearly 20 professors who attended the dis- 
cussion tips on how they can improve the 
situation in the classroom. They suggested 
making eye contact with their students 
while lecturing, giving more feedback on 
work and being receptive to students 
when they answer questions. 
"It's really one of those occasions where 
the students get to teach the teachers," said 
Bill Ingham, the physics professor who 
coordinated the panel. 
Sophomore Dan Beckstrom, Junior 
Eleanor Lasseigne, and Seniors Mike 
Featherstone, Jennifer Orth and Chris 
Barden each opened the discussion with a 
five to ten minute presentation on their 
experiences with JMU professors. The stu- 
dents also shared ideas about how profes- 
sors could improve their teaching styles. 
All five said-they mostly preferred 
smaller discussion classes to large lecture 
halls. They also said they want professors 
to be approachable and to challenge them. 
"If you're not challenged, you don't 
remember -what -yeu-leamed," -BeekstFom- 
said. 
Featherstone said, "I generally find 
myself a lot more interested in classes that 
are hard, [where] the tests are hard, and 
it's not just three tests and that's it. I like 
classes that are a lot of discussion. Clearly, 
[discussion is] a lot easier in a smaller 
class." 
Orth defined a good professor as 
"someone that makes it very clear to you 
that they are confident in the knowledge 
and the material and they really are very 
enthusiastic, but they're not a wall. They 
want to learn from you as well." 
Beckstrom said, "I have not yet encoun- 
tered a teacher who is not approachable at 
James Madison. And coming into college, I 
did not expect that at all. The teachers I 
had in high school, they kind of held off, 
did their own classes and went home. At 
James Madison, the teachers do more than 
just teach." 
Beckstrom said he prefers professors 
who set out their agendas at the beginning 
of each class. "I've had some professors 
write out the agenda for the day," he said. 
"[The students] can follow a checklist. It 
makes students' notes much easier, sort of 
understanding where everything is com- 
ing from." 
Many of the students on the panel 
shared Featherstone's opinion that classes 
should base their grades on more than just 
a few exams. 
Lasseigne said, "The majority of my 
professors now give quizzes on a daily 
basis. You're expected to keep up with the 
material. It's not like you can wait until 
two days before the test and read seven 
—•chapters."     --  
Barden said of one class he attended, "I 
believe all I had to do to get an 'A' in the 
class was take a multiple choice test every 
month that consisted of memorized termi- 
nology in the chapters that I read the night 
previously. I can't tell you what it was that 
we learned during that semester." 
Orth said students should have some- 
thing to do for their classes every day and 
not have to base their entire grade on a 
final exam or paper. Lasseigne said she 
also prefers to take tests for which students 
are asked to write the answers, rather than 
multiple choice exams. 
"I think [written tests] prove a lot more 
of how a student analyzes the material," 
she said. 
Barden and Lasseigne said they would 
also like professors to make it clear to stu- 
dents what they will be tested on. 
Lasseigne said, "I've had classes where 
there's so much material, and there you 
cover so many chapters before one test and 
the teacher is kind of vague about what's 
going to be on the test." 
Featherstone said he had a professor 
who gave students a list of questions that 
could be on the exam. 
"The grades in the class were very 
good," Featherstone said. "I personally 
learned a whole lot. I probably got more 
out of the class than I could have other- 
wise." 
Chemistry professor Jim Leary said, 
"Most of the things that have been said, I 
think that most good teachers already do 
and I think that at JMU there are very few 
poor teachers." 
The JMU chapter of the American 
-Association of University- Professors -spon- 
sored the panel. 
sweaters in their communities. 
Gail Smith, WVPT Public Television 
promotions manager, said, "Mr. Rogers is 
known for starting his show with a 
sweater. It has become his signature." The 
sweater drive began Feb. 1. 
Thompson said WVPT has been pro- 
moting the drive on the air and in its mem- 
ber magazine. Harris is concerned about 
promotion though. "Promotion is the key. 
So far only the staff has been contribut- 
ing," she said. She added the United Way 
will extend the drive past March if neces- 
sary. 
Freshman Candice Roman said she1 
wasn't aware of trie sweater drive. "It 
sounds interesting," she said. "I would 
donate, but I haven't heard anything about 
it." 
Although this is its first partner drive, 
WVPT has enjoyed a good relationship 
with the United Way in the past, Smith 
said. They've planned no other drives at 
this point, but If-this one is a success, more 
will be considered for the future. Sweaters 
can be dropped off at the WVPT station at 
the main entrance to campus or in bins at 
the front and back entrances of the 
Harrisonburg United Way offices on the 
corner of South Main St. and Franklin St. 
in the Jefferson National Bank building, 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. 
JMU to host first 
cardiovascular 
satellite conference 
by Claire Gabriel 
contributing writer 
This week marks a step into the 
future for JMU when the university 
hosts its first conference via satellite 
Wednesday. 
JMU faculty, employees of 
Rockingham Memorial Hospital, local 
physicians and students will meet in 
Taylor Hall to listen to three experts in 
the field of cardiovascular health for the 
"Cardiovascular Health: Coming 
Together for the 21st Century" confer- 
ence. 
"This conference will be a teleconfer- 
ence," said Judith Flohr, professor of 
kinesiology. "[The speakers will be] in 
San Francisco and the conference is set 
up so campuses who have satellite 
access can [host] a teleconference." 
This conference won't be interactive, 
she said. The speakers won't be able to 
see or speak to their audiences around 
the nation. 
The conference will feature experts 
Robert Brook, M.D.,' professor of medi- 
cine at UCLA, Harry Blackburn, M.D., 
professor of public health at the 
University of Minnesota and Eugene 
Braunwald, M.D., professor of medicine 
at Harvard Medical. 
They will lecture via satellite on the 
prevention, treatment and control of 
cardiovascular disease to an audience 
of faculty, students and members of the 
community. 
see HEARTpage 9 
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533 University Blvd. • 574-3072 
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178 
zTSF. Ltt Making it easier everyday! 
What's up in RecP 
rf&i zt*. February 1622 
Now Hiring EMTs! Pick up application 
at UREC Welcome Desk. 
Last day to register for... 
Bicycle J^intenance^mc  
Learn to clean, maintain, or repair your bike with 
this helpful clinic. 
Event Date: February 18. 6:30-8':30pm. 
UREC Group Instruction Room 
Intramural Walley ball 
Register at the UREC Program Registration Desk 





this interactive table, and learn how to 
heart healthy. 
'7pm. UREC Atrium 
  
mtramural Walley ball  
Register at the UREC Program Registration Desk 
Aerobics Pilates 
A special aerobics class that combines an ab 
workout yoga, and relaxation techniques. 





Register at the UREC Program Registration Desk 
For more info, call x8700 or visit http://www.jmu.edu/recrealion 
a 3-person play that celebrates the strength, 
resourcefulness, and resilence of the African 
American Male 
•Feb. 17 @ 8 pm 
•Wilson Hall 
•Sponsored by UPB and CMSS 
•Free 
•For more info call x6217 or visit the website 
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* Club Latino meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311,5:30 p.m. 
* Students for Camp Heartland meeting, Taylor Hall, 
rm. 306,7 p.m. Details: Celeste, x6887. 
• Degrees and Licensure symposium, sponsored by 
Psychology Peer Advisers, Harrison Hall, rm. A-205, 
7 p.m Details: Peer Advising office, x6214. 
* First Right meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 302,7 p.m. 
• Women's Studies Film Festival showing of "My 
Brilliant Career," Burruss Hall, rm. 44,7:30 p.m. Details: 
Mary Lou Wylie, x6213. 
• College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 306, 
8-9 p.m. Details: Stephanie, x5560. 
TUESDAY 17 
• Informal Discussion on Eating Disorders, sponsored 
by the Counseling and Student Development Center, 
Taylor Hall, rm. 311,5 p.m. Details: Rose, x6552. 
• EQUAL meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402,5 p.m. 
• Tri-Beta Biology Society meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 
139,6:30 p.m. Details: Vickie, 574-1908. 
• CARE meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 306,7 p.m. Details: 
Stephanie, 574-2557. 
• JMU Young Democrats meeting, Maury Hall, rm. G-5, 
7 p.m. Details: Carrie, breigcm. 
<fr Charles Ingrao presents "Bosnia: The Present Day 
Conflict and its Historical Background," Zane Showker 
Hall, rm. 105,7 p.m. 
• Pro-Rec meeting, University Recreation Center, 
Student Leadership Office, 7 p.m. Details: Sara, 433-5466. 
• "Black Men Rising," sponsored by University Program 
Board, Wilson Hall, 8 p.m. Details: UPB, x6217. 
WEDNESDAY     18 
# Habitat for Humanity meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 
5 p.m. Details: Habitat office, x6258. 
• Women's Studies Film Festival showing of "Angel at 
My Table," Burruss Hall, rm. 44,730 p.m. Details: Mary 
Lou Wylie, x6213. 
* Evening Prayer, sponsored by Catholic Campus 
Ministry, CCM House, 9:30 p.m. Details: Mimi, 433-8059. 
THURSDAY 19 
1t Video Conference on Cardiovascular Health, spon- 
sored by theHealth Communication Institute and the 
Department of Kinesiology, Taylor Hall, rm. 404,11 a.m.- 
3 p.m. Details: HCI, x6117. 
" * EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 305,5 p.m. Details: 
Troy, 434-5721. 
• Fellowship and praise, sponsored by Baptist Student 
Union, BSU Center, 5:30 p.m. Details: BSU Center, 
434-6822. 
it Madison Mediators meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402, 
6 p.m. Details: Jessica, x7557. 
* NAACP meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 306,7 p.m. 
it Folk Group practice, sponsored by CCM, CCM House, 
7:30 p.m. Details: Christina, 564-0871. 
4 Women's Studies Film Festival showing of "Double 
Happiness," Burruss Hall, rm. 44,7:30 p.m. Details: Mary 
Lou Wylie, x6213. 
IN BRIEF 
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Clinton administration to appeal to 
public for support on standoff with Iraq 
WASHINGTON, DC. — Still lacking a congressional 
endorsement of its Iraq policy, the Clinton administration 
is taking its case directly to the public with warnings 
about Iraqi aggression and caution about U.S. casualties. 
After spending the holiday weekend at Camp David, 
Md., President Clinton will go to the Pentagon tomorrow 
for a briefing by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and then address 
the nation from there, said a senior administration official, 
speaking on condition of anonymity. 
Clinton also will send Secretary of State Madeleine 
Albright and other senior members of his national 
security team to Ohio State University next week to rally 
support for his stand against Iraq, officials said Friday. 
With little sign of a breakthrough on the diplomatic 
front, Clinton said Friday "I hope and I pray" that Iraqi 
President Saddam Hussein gives up his resistance to U.N. 
weapons inspections. 
Otherwise, he said, a U.S.-led military operation will 
"significantly diminish" Iraq's ability to regenerate the 
arsenal of doomsday weapons it was developing before 
the 1991 Persian Gulf War. 
A day after Russia's defense minister publicly rebuked 
the United States for threatening Iraq, the president said 
he respects Moscow's view but added, "'Nyet' is not 'no' 
for the United States under these circumstances." 
Meanwhile Friday, Iraq's deputy foreign minister, 
Riyadh al-Qaysi, accused the administration of fabricating 
charges against Iraq and of itching for a fight- 
"We are a nation that wants peace," al-Qaysi said in 
delivering a point-by-point rebuttal to a speech Friday by 
Sandy Berger, Clinton's national security adviser. 
—AP/newsfinder news service 
State police to investigate cadet 
spankings at Virginia Military Institute 
LEXINGTON — A prosecutor has asked state police 
to investigate the allegations of a former Virginia Military 
Institute cadet who said he was one of six freshmen 
periodically struck with a belt by three upperclassmen. 
Rockbridge County Commonwealth's Attorney 
Gordon Saunders said Friday that he met for more than 
90 minutes Thursday with George Wade Jr., his parents 
and a state police investigator. 
Wade, 20, of Henrico County, said the beatings 
occurred about three times a week from Sept. 11 to mid- 
October, leaving the students with welts and bruises on 
their buttocks and legs. He withdrew from the school, but 
the other five freshmen are still enrolled. 
After a school investigation that concluded the 
incidents amounted to "horseplay" spankings, VMI 
suspended the three seniors last week for one semester. 
The school has not released the identities of the 
seniors. 
Wade's family contends the case should have been 
treated as hazing and the seniors should have been 
expelled. 
No criminal charges have been filed against the 
seniors. 
Saunders said he asked state police to investigate 
because VMI is on state property. 
He said the investigator will interview VMI students 
and others who may have observed the bruises Wade 
said the beatings caused. 
A VMI doctor found no evidence of injury when he 
examined the cadets several weeks after the incidents 
stopped. 
—AP/newsfinder news service 
Preview Coming soon to The Breeze.. . 
• News: Charles Ingrao presents his speech on "Bosnia: The Present Day Conflict..." 
• Style: JMU Jazz Ensemble to perform at Kennedy Center 
... .'. 'r r r r r  i 
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Basic courses in ABC's and 1-2-3 s 
lacking at six state universities, study says 
AP/newsfinder 
news service 
RICHMOND — Some Virginia univer- 
sities have watered-down requirements 
that can be filled with classes such as "The 
Philosophy of Sports" or "Basic Floral 
Design," says an academic group. 
"Virginia's leading public colleges and 
universities are failing their students in the 
single most critical area of their studies — 
the general education requirements that 
cover subjects essential to being an 
informed and cultivated citizen," said 
Michael Krauss, president of the Virginia 
Association of Scholars. 
Krauss, a law professor at George 
Mason University, presented the study 
Friday at a meeting of the State Council of 
Higher Education. 
Colleges complained that the study 
contained errors and relied on a perusal of 
course catalogs, without consulting cam- 
pus officials. 
"I do not believe that the quality of the 
report I read justifies time on the agenda of 
the State Council of Higher Education," 
said Timothy J. Sullivan, president of the 
College of William & Mary. "I think it's 
incredible." 
The council's vice chairman, John 
Padgett, said the agency "welcomed all 
viewpoints." 
But "it doesn't mean we necessarily 
embrace the conclusions" of the study he 
said. 
But council member H. Lynn Hopewell 
Jr. called the report "astonishing." 
"Even if the colleges and institutions in 
Virginia are able to convince us it's not 
quite as bad — even If. it's half as bad — 
it's terrible," Hopewell said. 
The council has no power to mandate 
course requirements. But Hopewell said it 
was considering a study of its own. 
The study, "The Troubling State of 
General Education," covers six universities 
— W & M, Virginia Tech, George Mason, 
the University of Virginia, Virginia 
Commonwealth and Virginia State. 
"General education" refers to universi- 
ty-wide requirements, usually taken dur- 
ing a student's first two years. 
Researchers have taken a closer look at 
these requirements with rising criticism 
that many college graduates don't have 
the English and math skills needed in the 
workplace. 
Among the report's findings: 
• George Mason, which the study says 
"fares possibly the worst of all," has no 
foreign language or math requirement 
• Virginia State has no English composi- 
tion or math requirement. 
• The University of Virginia doesn't 
require engineering students to take fresh- 
man writing or liberal arts students to take 
math. 
• George Mason and Virginia Tech don't 
require a history course emphasizing 
Western civilization. 
W & M, which has all those require- 
ments, received less criticism. 
The report still complains that W & M 
has "too many narrow and trendy courses, 
few prerequisites, easy exemption and too 
much student choice." 
For instance, students may be exempt- 
ed from the two-year foreign language 
requirement if they've had sufficient 
courses in high school, the report says. 
Some can take psychology courses to fulfill 
the science requirement and "Philosophy 
of Sports" for the philosophy-religion 
requirement. 
Sullivan complained the report is 
"short on serious analysis." 
"We are asking far more of our stu- 
dents today than we asked when I was a 
student here," he said. 
Sullivan said he graduated from W & 
M in 1966 without taking math because 
there was no math requirement then. 
Ron Daniel, associate provost at 
Virginia Tech, said the study was inaccu- 
rate in at least one respect: It said Tech has 
no foreign-language requirement. 
Tech does have a language require- 
ment which can be filled with high school 
study, he said. 
Krauss said tine study was based solely 
on an analysis of college catalogs. Any 
mistakes in the catalogs are the responsi- 
bility of the schools, he said. 
A£fc VOU 6>0££D? 
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Heart  
continued from page 5 
Speakers will explore the past, present 
and future of cardiovascular health, while 
highlighting our era's cost-conscious 
approach to the field 
The conference aims to bring people 
together from several disciplines to try to 
improve the cardiovascular health of the 
country, Flohr said! 
"Cardiovascular disease needs to be 
approached as a multi-disciplinary field," 
she said. 
"If we're going to reduce the incidents 
of the disease, we have to look at it from 
different perspectives," she said. 
Cardiovascular health involves a 
reduced risk for cardiovascular disease. "It 
is linked to functional capacity. A person 
[should be able] to carry out daily activi- 
ties," Flohr said. 
"Cardiovascular disease is focused on 
the heart and circulation. Anytime you 
have limitations of the heart and circula- 
tion, there are limits on functionality," she 
said. 
"The conference will be instrumental in 
helping to better understand which types 
and levels of physical activity improve car- 
diovascular health," Flohr said. 
Activities like aerobics, walking, 
cycling, swimming or the Stairmaster are 
good activities to promote cardiovascular 
health. 
"Any activity that uses large muscle 
groups over an extended time and you do 
Judicial 
continued from page 3 
it at a moderate intensity [are beneficial]," 
she said. 
Problems can arise with cardiovascular 
health as a result of lack of regular physical 
activity, smoking, a high-fat diet and 
stress. 
The conference will also help those 
seeking effective methods of communicat- 
ing the importance of cardiovascular 
health 
Anne Gabbard-Alley, department head 
of health communication, said the confer- 
ence will be "a good way for people to get 
up-to-date [information about cardiovas- 
cular health] cheaply." 
Junior Nicole Henderson, a health com- 
munication major, said the department's 
involvement in the conference is an excel- 
lent opportunity to "show both students 
and the community what we do and what 
we can offer." 
National sponsors of the conference 
include the National Heart, Lung and 
Blood Institute and the California 
Cardiovascular Disease Prevention 
Coalition. 
Representatives from the National 
Institute of Health are also expected to 
attend. 
The conference will be in Taylor Hall, 
room 404 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Anyone with campus cable access will 
also be able to see the teleconference live 
on Channel 36. 
like to make sure that the Judicial Council 
is a group of peers of a diverse makeup," 
Way said. 
Without knowledge of the hearing offi- 
cer's decision, the Council determines the 
responsibility of the student for the alleged 
offense. 
But the sanction the Council assigns 
doesn't always correspond to the original 
ruling by the officer at the hearing. 
"The sanction the Council assigns may 
be more or less severe than that of the offi- 
cer/' Poma said, "but that is the risk the 
students take when going before the 
Council." 
A student who disagrees with the 
Council's decision may file an appeal with 
the office in writing, but new evidence 
must be introduced or a violation of due 
process must have occurred to reconsider 
the decision. The appeal decision may 
reinforce the original decision or reduce 
the sanction. 
If a student is found responsible for a 
violation, if s recorded on a file kept in the 
Office of Judicial Affairs. An outside party 
may only access these records with the 
written consent of the student. 
Way urges students to read the The 
Student Handbook: Your Resource for )MU 
Policy for further clarification of JMU's 
rules and regulations. 
"These rules are not too hard to fol- 
low," Way says. "They are common sense 
rules set to enhance the community aware- 
ness at JMU." 
0ba& ftx& Sba& jt&& jh>& fa& fa& fa& £a& £*& £s 
Got a story for news? 
Call Rob, Courtney or flndi at 







Join CS-L Staff for 
the 1998-99 School 
Year as a 
Service Coordinator 
FEB.   1 6 -AppliCATiONS 
AVAllAblE 
FEB.  2 7-AppliCATior 
DUE 
Madison Leadership 
Center • Taylor 205 
*** 
0* rf&P Helpline 
Rn organization for students 
by students to help those affected 
by sexual assault. 
Open 24 hours from 
noon Thursday thru noon Monday 
x64ll 
All calls are confidential 
Meetings on Tuesdays in Taylor Hall at 7pm. 
Check Women's Resource Center for room number. 
Training applications for the 
Helpline available in the Women's 
Resource Center. Due Feb. 27. 
Contact: Melanie Langit   574-3658 
Brad Perry 432-8785 
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Dart... 
A "you-suck" dart to the Campus Cadets who 
were patrolling at night and shined a flashlight on a 
group of sleeping ducks. 
Sent in by a student who thinks just because you 
weren 't getting any sleep doesn 't make it right to 
wake up innocent animals. 
Pat... 
. 
Take a stand for important issues 
A self-proclaimed minister, Brother Mark, according to an article in the April 25,1996 Breeze.     ^^ 
spread the word of God to an unapprecia- Today, minority enrollment at JMU is at an .ill-      flj/ty t^ .«. 
tive audience  on  the commons last time low; where are the concerned student protes- 
Monday through Wednesday. He said sinners are tors? 
accountable to God and "alcohol is a temptation to        Who could forget the spring 1994 restructuring 
sin." and the bombshell dropped Friday the 13th 
It's a pretty bold move to get up and make your January, 1994 dumping the physics major? Most of 
beliefs known to an audience who doesn't partial- us weren't even here then, and we've all heard 
A "you-cheered-up-my-night" pat to the delivery 
man who gave me my food on credit Saturday night. 
Sent in by a grateful student who had an awful 
night and thanks you for making it a little better. 
larly want to hear what you have 
to say. While The Breeze doesn't 
necessarily support his message, 
we think JMU needs more people 
like Brother Mark — people will- 
ing to stand up for what they 
believe in at the risk of strong 
opposition and criticism. 
When was the last time JMU 
students did that? You'd have to 
We need to... 
stand up for our 
beliefs again over 
things that make a 
difference.' 
tales of the outcry of student and 
faculty protest that followed until 
the physics major was reinstated. 
Last Friday was Friday the 13th. 
What did we do besides whine 
about bringing our own beer to 
fraternity parties? 
In March 1994, members of the 
Student Coalition Against Rape 
and about 80 other supporters 
staged an overnight sit-in in 
Alumnae Hall to call for revision of the universi- 
A "great-timing" dart to my now-ex-boyfriend for 
deciding Valentine's Day would be a great day to 
break up with me. 
Sent in by a heartbroken student who's glad she at 
least got an expensive dinner and flowers out of you 
first and wishes you good riddance. 
Pat... 
go all the way back to 1994 to find 
an example of significant protests over important 
matters. Perhaps that's why students had such a ty's policy on sexual misconduct, according to an 
problem with Brother Mark. Maybe it wasn't his article in the March 17, 1994 issue of The Breeze. 
message that annoyed students, but his commit- It's four years later, and we're still waiting for stu- 
ment to making his position known on a topic dents to take issue with something besides Dining 
more meaningful than the abolishment of kegs on Services in the form of Darts, 
campus or the quality of meatballs at Door 4. Until we speak out on important issues at JMU, 
We need to take stock of ourselves and finally we can't get angry at someone like Brother Mark, 
stand up for our beliefs again over things that He, like the students of 1994, is an example for us 
make a difference. We need to take some of the to follow. It's time to take a stand. Like the saying 
spirit that infected this campus in '94 and bring it goes, "Don't knock it 'til you try it." Let's try it. 
into the here and now. —— .  . ' 
A "keep-it-up" pat to the enthusiastic and 
energetic Cycle Reebok team leaders. 
Sent in by a professor who appreciates the hard 
work you do and the workout he gets as a result. 
Dart... 
A "who-do-you-think-you-are?" dart to the people 
who ignore the one-way sign into Y-lotby Anthony- 
Seeger and take parking spots away from cars 
who've been waiting in line. 
Sent in by a bitter student who blames you for her 
lateness to class and debt in parking tickets. 
In early 1994, more than 75 concerned students   '    The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial     B^f 
marched through campus to express their discon-     board which consists of the editor, managing editor and    *••'•'••• 
tent with lagging minority enrollment at JMU,     opinion editor. 
Editorial Policy 
Breeze 
IAMES    MADISON    UNIVERSITY 
Kristen Heiss . . . editor        Laura L. Wade . . . managing editor 
KeMey M. Blassingame . . . opinion editor 
Utters to the editor should be no mote than 500 words, columns should be no more 
than 800 words, and both will be published on a space available basis. They must be 
r ^^ delivered to The Breeze by Boon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday. 
£_Jl The &nezt reserves the right to edit for clarity and space. 
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper, 
this staff, or James Madison University. 
A "short-and-sweet" pat to Mrs. Green's for 
having Chunky Monkey muffins. 
Sent in by a student who's day is made every time 
she has them. 
Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and printed on a 
space-available basis. Submissions are based upon one person's 
opinion of a given situation, person or event and do not 
necessarily reflect the truth. 
OP/ED 
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Don't try this (anywhere except) at home, kids 
The greatest love of all 
Is easy to achieve 
Learning to love yourself 
It is the greatest love of all. 
—Whitney Houston, 1985 
When our descendants look back 
on the 20th century, they will 
likely recognize Stanley 
Kubrick's film "Dr. Strangelove, Or How I 
Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the 
Bomb" as one of its essential documents. 
Especially memorable is Sterling Hayden's 
performance as rogue Air Force 
Commander Jack D. Ripper, who spends 
most of the movie lecturing his men about 
how "we must preserve our precious bodi- 
ly fluids," until he eventually shoots him- 
self with his Colt .45 automatic. So the guy 
was a little crazy, but it's worth noting that 
his strong feelings on the bodily fluids 
issue are echoed in an old Boy Scout hand- 
book that I have in my closet back home. 
But it isn't just the Air Force and the 
Boy Scouts who tow party line, so to 
speak, on fluid preservation. It's every- 
body. Even doctors can't suggest alterna- 
tives. Why, President Clinton canned 
Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders a few 
years ago for talking about the same thing 
the thing in this case being the thing, if you 
catch my drift. , 
You know, that thing that some con- 
senting adults do when they're all by 
themselves? That thing that Henry Rollins 
says all men are good at even if they're no 
good at anything else? That thing that 
makes "Baywatch" the most-watched TV 
show on the planet? Ferchrissakes, 
whatarya, stooopid? We all know what 
we're talking about here. So let's quit beat- 
ing around the bush, so to speak. 
Not that I'm going to force you to talk 
about it. Oh no. If you're uncomfortable in 
this conversation, feel free to excuse your- 
self. Different strokes for different folks, 
after all, if you know what I mean.   . 
This is a very private thing we're talk- 
ing about. I'm hard-pressed to think of 
what else could be so private: The relation- 
ship between two close friends, certainly, 
or two lovers. The confidence between a 
priest and one who comes to him to con- 
fess. And, of course, the relationship 
between a doctor and a patient. 
We have, as yet, few solid facts in the 
case of Dr. Robert Carl Showalter, the psy- 
chiatrist whose medical license was sus- 
pended last week following complaints 
from his former patients. This much 
appeared in last Thursday's Breeze: Dr. 
Showalter, who has treated JMU students 
referred to him by the Counseling Center 
since 1969, stands accused of what the 
Virginia Board of Medicine calls "improp- 
er and unethical conduct." 
Specifically, the board alleges that 
Showalter prescribed "masturbation thera- 
py" for seven patients between 1969 and 
1988. In one case, Board documents state 
Showalter allegedly photographed his 
nude patient during a therapy session. 
Potentially damning stuff, even taken in its 
proper context. 
But that 
context is a 
thing we ought 
to examine 
closely before 
we get to 
sharpening our 
spears.- There 
are a wide 
range of medical problems that make poor 
dinner-table conversation. In a statement 
released through his attorney, Showalter 
said the patients for whom he prescribed 
what he admits was unconventional treat- 
ment all suffered from "difficult sexual 
issues." 
Without more specific information 
about these patients and their individual 
cases — which, thanks to the doctor's 
obligation to protect his patients' privacy, 
isn't likely to be forthcoming — we can 
only generalize that to suffer from such 
disorders must be especially painful and 
embarrassing. Those who are afflicted 
with sexual problems are entitled to what- 
ever legitimate means of treatment their 
doctors thinks will benefit them. 
It's the legitimacy of "masturbation 
therapy" that the Board contests. If 
Showalter somehow abused patients in his 
care, then he deserves to be punished, but 
the facts now in our possession do not sug- 
gest this. The 
facts — that 
Showalter pre- 
scribed the treat- 
ment only seven 
times in 20 years, 
the most recent 
occurrence of 
which was a 
decade ago — 
suggest that Showalter was trying to help 
his patients get well. This is backed up by 
the testimony of Patients B and G, as they 
are referred to in Board documents, that 
neither patient felt that Showalter was 
receiving sexual gratification during their 
treatments. 
Methinks this case has less to. do with 
medical impropriety than with our dis- 
comfort with a personal matter that could 
be said to rub a lot of us the wrong way. 
We would be wise to reserve judgment of 
the good doctor until we know more. If 
you know what 1 mean. 
Chris Klimek is a senior mass communica- 
tion and English double major. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
New BYOB policy is change for the 
better, will help Greek system survive 
To the editor: 
The BYOB policy for Greek social events was imple- 
mented Wednesday. This policy prohibits kegs on campus 
and the purchasing of alcohol with fraternity chapter 
funds. This change is very unpopular despite all the bene- 
fits that go along with the new policy. 
We've all heard about the liability issues surrounding 
kegs and the purchasing of alcohol with chapter funds. It's 
discouraging to hear people discussing ways around the 
policy, how to exploit the loopholes and how to not get 
caught violating the policy. This policy will put most 
chapters in line with their national policies and insurance 
plans and undoubtedly improve our image both on cam- 
pus and in the community. 
Change is the only constant in the world. Are we going 
to better our chapters and the Greek system by following 
the policy, or are we going to jeopardize our existence by 
breaking it? As Greeks, we hold ourselves to a set of stan- 
dards and claim we are men and women of character with 
high ideals. How then, can a policy mat will make such a 
positive impact on our system be so vehemently opposed? 
There is a big choice facing us in the weekends to 
come. It's a choice for men and women, Greeks and non- 
Greeks. It's about doing what's right. There is an old say- 
ing that says, "what's popular isn't always right, and 
what's right isn't always popular." The choice is ours and I 




Breeze article 'sloppy, unprofessional,' 
misrepresents students to prove point 
To the Editor: 
I'm writing in response to the article in Thursday's 
Breeze titled "Apathy, Schmapathy." I've been Dave 
Stienes' manager at Taylor Down Under for about one 
year and have gotten to know him and Brett Fowler on a 
social level as well. I was disgusted by the way you 
manipulated their comments to make it sound as though 
they didn't do or care about anything. 
I found your reporting to be both sloppy and unprofes- 
sional. First, Stienes doesn't work at the Coffee Bar — he 
works at the information desk in the game room. Second, 
does the JMU student body and staff truly and honestly 
care when or how often people read Time or Newsweek? I 
wondered why the picture for the article was obscenely 
large, but that was before I realized the story was crap. 
Then I wondered what the point of the article was. I 
have to admit I couldn't decipher what the writers' inten- 
tions were. I'm in no way taking away from the efforts 
and hard work put forth by other students in the article. 
However, you manipulated the words and actions of two 
other students in an attempt to prove a point. 
Perhaps you need to take a long look in the mirror and 
decide who this article was really about. Maybe you feel 
you're trying to deal with your own personal trials in col- 
lege. Should we be getting upset with a student who 
worked to achieve a 4.0 while working twenty hours a 
week, just because he drank three times a week? 
Are we at a point where we need to feel so much better 
about ourselves that we pick at those who have a well- 
paying job and relax for awhile after a hard day? I was 
hoping the article might answer some of these questions. 





A five-student panel assessed the teaching style of JMU professors 
and shared ideas for wiprovetnent. They expressed a need for 
professors to give more written tests and to test students more 
often. Are JMU courses being taught on an appropriate level of 
difficuuy,ordosttidentsneedmoreofachauenge? 
Responses should be typewritten and no longer The Breeze 
than 300 words. The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity G-l Anthony-Seeger 
and space. One entry from each viewpoint will be selected for ^?^ ®®^ 
Thursday's issue. All responses should be received by 6 p.m. James Madison University 
Tuesday. Send, bring or e-mail all responses to: Harnsonburg, VA 22807 
email: the_breeze@jmu.edu 
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Doctor    r.. 
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a :  
If you haven't told your 
family you're an 
organ and tissue donor, 
vou're not. 
To be an organ and tissue 
donor, even if you've signed 
something, you must tell your 
family now so they can carry 
out your decision later. For a 
free brochure on how to talk 











le in and 
check out our 
Spring Break 
specials! 
I m WU Neff Ave. 
Behind Valley Mall 
432-1709 
JMU'S 4th ANNUAL INTERNSHIP 
FAIR IS NOW SCHEDULED! 
ALL STUDENTS!    ALL MAJORS! 
Mark your calendar NOW for JMU's 4th Annual Internship Fair on 
Thursday, March 19, 1998. Over 40 companies will be on campus seeking 





Thursday, March 19, 1998 
Morning Corporate Showcase/Networking Session 
Showker Hall Lobby 
8:30 a.m. -11:30 a.m. 
Pre-scheduled interviews 
PC Ballroom 
12:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m. 
All students are invited! Meet reps from over 40 companies, 
including Bell Atlantic, Booz Allen & Hamilton, Coopers & 
Lybrand, RR Donnelley, Eddie Bauer, Enterprise, Geico, 
The Homestead, Houston's Restaurants, Kings Dominion, 
Kmart Corporation, Kohl's Department Stores, Marriott, 
Massanutten Tour Company, Northwestern Mutual Life, 
Philip Morris, Prison Fellowship, RWD Technologies, Sears, 
SNL Securities, Sprint, State Farm Insurance, Toys R Us, 
Tuition Painters, University Directories, U.S. Department of 
Defense, and more! 
Student application forms and a detailed listing of corporate 
participants are available in 218 Showker Hall. Stop by or 
send an e-mail to Joanne Faber (faberjb) for specific 
information. 
Submit your Student Application Form and a clean copy of 
your resume for each company you wish to pre-select (up to 
5) by MONDAY, FEBRUARY 23,1998. Submit to Joanne 
Faber, 218 Showker Hall. 
vwmvfw rrfnffiHiffHHnwffin '^""i    ^5      j   UJJj 
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An 'Everyman' for everyone 
by Jim "Vegas" Terp 
style editor 
In all likelihood, "Everyman" 
was to 15th century audi- 
ences what James Cameron's 
'Titanic" is to contemporary 
audiences — a dazzling epic, a 
key to the mysteries of the uni- 
verse, in short, a work of genius. 
Unfortunately, time has been a 
much less receptive audience to 
"Everyman." This anonymously- 
penned morality play about one 
man's struggles against 
inevitable death seems down- 
right laughable today. 
RKVIKW 
In a post-Shakespearean 
world the very idea of incorpo- 
rating a scene in which the main 
character talks to his material 
possession and his possession 
actually talks back to him sounds 
like the recipe for an uproarious- 
ly funny comedy, not a serious 
drama. But this weekend at 
Theatre II JMU students David 
Stark Waldman and Tangelia 
Rouse proved — against expecta- 
tions — that this 500-year-old 
allegory can still be played as the 
original playwright intended: As 
a serious reflection on every- 
man's and woman's final end. 
Wisely, seniors Waldman and 
Rouse did not rely on the words 
alone to tell the story. Over the 
course of this hour-and-a-few 
minutes drama, the directors 
took artistic license embellishing 
on the original text through the 
use of dance, lighting, music and 
clay — yes, that's correct, clay. 
The simple theatre-in-the-round 
arrangement with an unraised 
circular stage approximately 24- 
feet in diameter transported the 
world of the play back to a primi- 
tive setting. The clay stage, the 
actors' disheveled appearances 
and the use of face paint further 
reinforced the otherworldly 
atmosphere. 
The play opens on a dark 
stage with an interpretive dance 
by Everyman (played by sopho- 
more Mikey Courtney). The 
dance tells a creation story. In the 
beginning, Everyman is 
crouched in a ball in the center of 
the room. Slowly but steadily, in 
time with a conga drum, the 
dance picks up speed. Everyman 
leaps running around the stage 
filling the space. Gradually 
another figure, Death (played by 
senior Crystal Camille Sessoms), 
starts following Everyman. 
Everyman continues on with his 
flights of fancy oblivious to the 
new figure on the stage. Slowly 
Death creeps up behind 
Everyman. Everyman's move- 
ments lose speed. Death, nearly 
touching Everyman, is synchro- 
nized with his movements. 
Everyman's feet are planted in 
the floor. He is unable to move. 
Lights fade. 
If one happens to read the text 
of "Everyman" there are precise- 
ly zero stage directions, and 
roughly as many comments 
about interpretative dance. But in 
the span of a few minutes this 
dance literally tells the story of 
Everyman. No words are spoken, 
but the meaning is clear. Score 
one for the directors and cast. 
Despite the morbid subject 
matter, there are moments of 
laughter. As Everyman attempts 
to cope with Death he finds him- 
self rebuked by friends, family, 
his goods and his five senses. No 
one and no thing wishes to fol- 
low Everyman to the grave. 
Although I suspect the play- 
wright intended these rebukes to 
be tragic, the hasty manner in 
which the dismissals are made 
takes on a comic quality. For 
example, in one exchange 
Fellowship (sophomore Chris 
Dolce) tells Everyman: "My true 
friend, show to me your mind / I 
JORDAN INSELMANN/.v/a0rphotographer 
Everyman (Mikey Courtney) looks on as Knowledge (Wendy Bohon) gives him the low-down on life. 
'Everyman' co-directed by David Stark Waldman and Tangelia Rouse, ran at Theatre II last weekend. 
will not forsake thee to my life's 
end." Of course, when Everyman 
asks Fellowship three minutes 
later to follow him in death the 
friends' response is, more or less, 
"Hey buddy, I like to go boozing 
and chasing after women with 
you. I'd even be happy to kill 
someone for you. But join you in 
the journey of death? You've got 
to be kidding!" 
Surprisingly, this cast of 
"Everyman" is able to have 
things both ways. While one 
readily identifies with the atti- 
tudes of characters like 
Fellowship, one also empathizes 
with Everyman. These exchanges 
are neither entirely tragic, nor 
entirely comic but a mix of the 
two. 
The cast achieves this effect 
largely through contrasting act- 
ing styles. As Everyman, 
Courtney speaks his lines in a 
normal tone without excessive 
gesturing, while the other charac- 
ters present their lines in a heavi- 
ly-mannered style with broad 
gestures. These contrasts allow us 
to laugh at Everyman's plight, 
and not necessarily at Everyman. 
The blocking of the play 
allows us to identify even further 
with Everyman' plight. In the 
play's final moment, Everyman is 
lifted in the air by the other cast 
members. One watches as he 
walks suspended in the air des- 
perately reaching with his arms 
toward Heaven. The moment 
serves as a powerful image and 
firmly emphasizes the plays cen- 
tral message. The message: In the 
end our good deeds determine 
how we will be judged (yes, there 
is a character named Good 
Deeds, played by sophomore 
Jessica Browne-White). If this is 
the case, Waldman and Rouse 
have nothing to worry about     ■ 
'Renior 's Portraits' a crowd-pleaser 
AP/newsfinder 
news service 
FORT WORTH, Texas — Although many of his best- 
loved works helped transform the.art of portrait painting 
numerous critics nonetheless consider Pierre-Auguste 
Renoir a painter of sugar and schmaltz, of weak drawing 
and cute subjects. 
And "Renoir's Portraits: Impressions of an Age," on 
view at the Kimbell Art Museum, probably won't change 
their minds. Instead, it will likely strike them as a loss 
leader, the kind of crowd-pleasing show that the museum 
mounts to offset shows with less popular appeal. 
Featuring 64 works, including "Camille Monet 
Reading" (circa 1873), "Madame Georges Charpentier and 
Her Children" (1878) and "The Two Sisters (On the 
Terrace)" (1881), the exhibition definitely will attract the 
masses. But, like "Monet and the Mediterranean," pre- 
sented by the Kimbell last summer, "Renoir's Portraits" 
takes a focused look at works historically overlooked by 
the scholarly set. And it finds in them ample food for 
immediate thought, as well as grist for long-term recon- 
sideration of precisely what constitutes a portrait. 
The exhibition was conceived and assembled by for- 
mer Kimbell senior curator Colin Bailey. Starting with an 
idea for a wide-ranging portrait show, Bailey narrowed 
the focus to Renoir, in part because Renoir was the most 
important impressionist portraitist — so much so that his 
colleagues disparaged his commercialism. 
But Bailey had a personal motive, as well. 
"I love Renoir," says Bailey, now chief curator for the 
National Gallery of Art in Ottawa, Canada. "When he's 
really good, he's as good as.any painter working in the 
19th century." When he moved to Ottawa in late '94, 
Bailey took the idea with him, all along planning to share 
the show with Fort Worth. "The groundwork was laid in 
Fort Worth, but the actual organizing was done in 
Ottawa," he says. "For two years, we worked very hard to 
beg and borrow pictures and to work on the catalog." 
It would be boring if Renoir always had used the same 
pose for his subjects, Bailey adds. "But there's such vari- 
ety," he says. "And some of his greatest pictures stand 
somewhere between portraits and visual fictions." 
Another thing that pleased Bailey about the project is 
that Renoir painted portraits from the beginning to the 
end of his long career. Thus, Bailey says, it was possible to 
survey Renoir within this genre and come up with the 
best pictures he ever made. 
The exhibition features 64 paintings, spanning 1862 to 
1914, five years before Renoir died. The early works gen- 
erally are darker and more severe than you might expect 
from Renoir. Most of the later pictures — many of family 
and friends in everyday situations — are superior to 
Renoir's classically inspired nudes from about the same 
period. But, if the selection includes a few feeble paintings, 
it reflects Renoir's brilliant, abstract manipulation of color; 
his insights into the special challenges of representing chil- 
see RENIOR page 15 
••'-'•. 
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Why Work for Us? 
Computing Support and Information Technology are looking to hire for the 
following positions: Microcomputer Lab Assistants. HelpDesk Consultants. 
Operations Assistants. Desktop Services Technicians, and Workshop 
Support Assistants. 
Submit applications online at http.//www. imu.edu/computinq/lobs/apps 
Applications must be submitted by 5pm on Friday, March 6. 1998. 
y^\ Vafliy Midicaf §r&ujp 
J 530 "hfeff'Ave. 
Internaf Medicine        Qyuecofafly 
Thomas Mauser, D.O.    Elizabeth Swallow, M.D. 
Blair Holl, M.D.      Cathy Rittenhouse, RNC,NP 
Kathleen Bell, M.D. J 
Convenient medical and gynecological 
services for common illnesses 
• acute problems • physical exams • 
• allergy shots & immunizations • 
• weight loss • PAP smears • 
• contraception • x-ray & lab on site • 
l^ew & estafffisfiedpatients wdcome 
^jSP    CaCCfor an appointment 
Participates with BC/BS • QualChoice • Cigna • Medicare 
530 Neff Avenue, corner Reservoir, behind the mall 432-1234 
504 W. Spotswood Trail, Elkton, VA   298-1234 
1-800-243-4314 
,,,,...» rL,ihi M \tifiM >> u-»m.™» f* t r.<i^ 
WE'VE GOT JUST WHAT 
YOU'RE L00KIN' FOR! 
WAGES 
STARTING AT 
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2061-r Evelyn Bvrd Ave. (Behind Vallcv Mall) 
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SSE presents 'Shrew' for the '90s at EMU 
by Sarah Kain 
senior writer 
On Valentine's day, when men 
and women traditionally put 
aside their differences and 
honor each other with love and 
kindness, The Shenandoah Shakespeare 
Express staged a full-out fist-fight-and- 
name-calling battle of the sexes with their 
preview performance of "The Taming of 
the Shrew" at Eastern Mennonite 
University Saturday evening. 
RI:VII:W 
Under the direction of Ralph Cohen, 
Peggy O'Brien and assistant director Tim 
Gore, however, the SSE's production 
interpreted the play as neither wholly 
chauvinist nor wholly feminist, but 
instead, a pleasant mix of both. By the end 
of the play the audience sees the 
male /female pairing of Petruchio and Kate 
(played with intelligence and comic 
mastery by Carl Martin and Kate Norris) 
not as battling sexes but as a team fighting 
together against restrictions created by an 
opportunistic society. 
And what a relief! For what woman of 
the '90s wants to hear lines such as "She is 
my goods, my chattels; she is my house, 
my household stuff, my field, my barn, my 
horse, my ox, my ass, my anything" 
delivered seriously? When Petruchio 
waves his hand flippantly, dismissing each 
of the offensive and ludicrous insults, 
female audience members breathe easier, 
knowing Petruchio tells his fellow males 
what they want to hear not what he 
believes himself. 
The combination of gesture and vocal 
intonation makes this production a highly 
contemporary interpretation of a 
Shakespearean comedy. With "The 
Taming of the Shrew," the third play in the 
"Tenth Anniversary Over the Hump 
Tour" repertoire, the SSE combines 20th 
century point-of-view with 16th century 
language. The result works extremely well 
and demonstrates the flexibility and 
timelessness of the Bard's words. 
This may not be the way actors at the 
Globe delivered this text back in 1594, but 
it sure as hell works in front of an audience 
of liberated, free-thinking and free- 
speaking women in 1998. With this 
interpretation, women can like Petruchio 
for the intelligent man he is, and men 
aren't given the satisfaction of a 
thoroughly whipped and "tamed" Kate. 
Of course, both men and women can 
enjoy this production merely for its sheer 
physical comedy and bawdy humor. 
Somewhat reminiscent of the otherwise 
completely different SSE production of 
"Richard III," the players use all possible 
space inside the auditorium, moving from 
stage to aisles and back to stage again. 
The SSE also continued their habit of 
"conversing" with those in attendance: A 
trick of delivering a line while pointing or 
staring into the eyes of an audience 
member, as if speaking directly to him or 
her. Of all three plays in the "Over The 
Hump Tour," — "Measure for Measure," 
"Richard III" and "The Taming of the 
Shrew" — the actor/audience interaction 
in this production worked best. 
Michael Glenn, as the servant Grumio, 
was especially good at this kind of 
communication, delivering each bit of 
humor like a private joke between the 
audience and himself. 
Tim Gore, as the crudely comic 
Christopher Sly and the cantankerously 
PHOTO COURTESY OF SSE 
Attendants bathe Christopher Sly (Tim Gore) In the SSE's rendition of 'Taming of the 
Shrew.' The SSE performed Saturday night at Eastern Mennonite University. 
amusing old-man Gremio, finally 
demonstrated in full effect the extent of his 
comic ability, which smaller parts in 
"Measure for Measure" and "Richard ID" 
only hinted at. 
Also commendable is SSE veteran 
Heather Peak for her multiple and "bit" 
performances as the 2nd Huntsman, the 
servant Curtis and the old man Pendant. 
With these roles, she demonstrated her 
knack for making the most of small 
characters. 
The constant, rapid-fire exchange of 
lines between actors made mistakes less 
noticeable and greatly accelerated the pace 
Renior 
continued from page 13 
ren; and his innovative, impressionist- 
influenced application of outdoor light to 
indoor pictures. 
Early on, as a student and beginning 
professional, Renoir practiced on acquain- 
tances. During the middle of his career, 
Renoir worked as an immensely successful 
society portraitist. He turned out client- 
pleasing likenesses that also, frequently, 
advanced the course of modem painting. 
Late in life, Renoir created an expansive 
visual diary of his family life, painting por- 
traits of his wife and children individually 
and together. By then he was so racked 
with arthritis that he sat in a wheelchair, 
with brushes strapped to his hands: His 
assistants would wheel him to the canvas 
to make a stroke, then wheel him back so 
he could observe its effect 
Renoir's reason for continuing to paint 
when so painfully crippled are clear in a 
quote that could summarize the impetus 
for his entire career. 
'Tainting is a happy occupation," he 
wrote in 1910 to a protege, "since it is capa- 
ble of maintaining our illusions and bring- 
ing us joy." 
At the same time, Renoir's words reflect 
one of the reasons he has been dismissed 
by 20th-century American historians and 
critics: With our puritanical penchant for 
difficult ideas and rigorous execution, 
Renoir's generally buoyant canvases have 
been labeled as fluff. 
Then-there's our American take on 
of the performance. It also, however, 
detracted from some of the humor in the 
play, particularly lines that greatly 
depended on whether or not the audience 
had enough time to comprehend the joke. 
Aside from a few missed jokes and the 
occasional line slip-up, there was no real 
fault with this production. With a 
performance or two under the troupe's 
collective belt, "Taming of the Shrew" just 
might be the shining star of the SSE's 1998 
season. 
For more information on upcoming 
performances visit the SSE website at 
www.ishakespeare.com. 
modernism — more or less defined by 
New York's Museum of Modern Art, 
which generally credits cubism as the 
source of the century's important art- 
works. 
The other definition was formed by 
Albert C. Barnes' collection of colorful 
works by Matisse, Soutine, Cezanne and, 
of course, Renoir, notes Kimbell chief cura- 
tor Charles Stuckey. Barnes bought hun- 
dreds of pictures — including some 180 
Renoirs — and MoMA founding director 
Alfred Barr bought what Barnes did not 
But Barnes' ideas about modern art 
never got the rime of day from scholars 
and their ilk, because the irascible collector 
literally slammed his door in their faces, 
leaving them nowhere to turn but MoMA. 
In addition, few portraits, period, find their 
way into serious collections of modem art 
That's because portraits are perceived as 
art for the client's sake, not art'for art's 
sake. 
"In our century," Stuckey says, "we like 
to think that the portrait painter has sur- 
rendered his autonomy and integrity for a 
certain amount of money and that the 
client calls the shots." 
If serious viewers can let go of their 
prejudices for an hour or so, though, they 
not only may find some substantive rea- 
sons for appreciating Renoir, they might 
even derive some pleasure from the show. 
Certainly, plenty of other museumgoers 
will do so. 
If you have a 
show, let us 
know!!! 
write clo The Breeze Style Section; 
Gl Anthony-Seeger Hall; MSC 
6805; James Madison University; 
Harrisonburg, VA 22807 
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NOW RENTING 
FOR 98-99 SCHOOL YEAR 
Funkhouser & Associates, REALTORS 
Property Management Division 
°AflWUNl 
CONDOMINIUMS 
$225-250 PER MONTH 
4 BEDROOMS 
10 MONTH LEASES 
BEST BUS SERVICE IN TOWN 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 
434-5150 
1 ' VV.U.V'.1" 
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Caich-22 author Joseph 
Heller releases memoirs 
AP/newfinder 
news service 
Joseph Heller is like a character in 
Dashiell Hammett's The Maltese 
Falcon, the one who started a new life 
after barely avoiding a falling beam. 
The man realized that everything hap- 
pens by chance, and that we depend on     He says that even the Air Medal he won 
year. Once he completed his tour of duty 
("then defined as 60 missions") in 
December 1944, he resumed his normal 
lifestyle exactly where he left it Except that 
the G.I. Bill allowed him to go to college 
and become a writer. 
Yossarion is one of America's great 
antiheroes; Heller's distinction is as a great 
deflater of bombastic and hokum remarks. 
luck, good and bad. 
But after some years of his new life, 
Hammett's character discovered another 
truth: Lightning rarely strikes twice in the 
same place. And he resumed living his 
new life the same way he had lived the old 
one. 
As Heller tells in his memoir New and 
came as a routine with the completion of 
every fixed number of missions and not as 
others might suppose, for the accomplish- 
ment of anything particularly valorous." 
Now and Then is the work of a master 
who has mellowed with time but who 
hasn't lost his sense of humor and irony. 
The book is full of nostalgia, as in the 
Then (Knopf, $24), the beam mat fell near depiction of Coney Island during the 
Heller was World War B. Depression. And its mood is surprisingly 
A boy from the magic kingdom of like Tom Sawyer (curiously, a novel that 
nev Island in Brooklyn, Heller was Heller says "didn't really please me at Co y 
recruited by the Air Force and, at 20, dis- 
covered madness. Or, as the ineffable 
Yossarion said in Heller's classic novel 
Catch-22 — and as Heller repeats here — 
he realized "through experience mat this 
war was perilous and that they were try- 
ing to kill me." 
People tried to kill Heller for about a 
all"). 
While Closing Time, the sequel to Catch- 
22, seemed to mark the farewell of Heller's 
literary career, Now and Then marks a wel- 
come return. 
Perhaps some beam has fallen near 
Heller recently. If so, the reader is the ben- 
eficiary. 
stedin writing for Style? Call 
x3846 and leave a message. 
STYLE WEEKLY   I 
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►"George Allen and Jamie Wood: color photos and assemblage;" 
Zirkle House: Artworks Gallery — Monday-Friday, free. 
►"Mary Pontillo: photos on silk and photo collage;" Zirkle House: 
Other Gallery — Monday-Friday, free. 
AUDHON 
•i. 
►Casting representatives from MTV will be on campus 
Wednesday looking for participants for its 1998 Spring Break 
Programming. Auditions will be held on the Commons Area from 
noon to 5 p.m., for information call (212) 846-2533. 
►Fighting Gravity: JM's Grill — Tuesday, 9 p.m., call 433-8537. 
►Acoustic Night: Blue Foxx Cafe — Tuesday, 432-3699. 
►Jimmy O: Awful Arthur's — Wednesday, 10 p.m., free. 
►Daily Planet: Blue Foxx Cafe — Thursday, 432-3699. 
►Junk Food Buddah: Awful Arthur's — Thursday, 10 p.m., call 
433-9874. 
►Babba Seth with Phatness and Almighty Senators: TRAX — 




►"Jan Ensemble and the JMU Jan Band;" Wilson Hall 
Auditorium (A Masterpiece Season Event) — Monday, 8 p.m. 
call 568-7000 for tickets. 
►Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "Nightmare on Elm Street" Tuesday- 
Wednesday, "The Full Monty" Thursday, "Gattaca" Friday- 
Saturday. All shows at 7 and 9:30 p.m., $2 unless otherwise noted. 
►Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "Titanic," "As Good As It Gets," 
"Great Expectations," "Good Will Hunting."  Shows $4 before 6 
p.m., $6 after. Call 434-7107. 
►Regal Harrisonburg 3: "Sphere," "The Wedding Singer," "Blues 
Brothers 2000." $4 before 6 p.m, $6 after. 
►"Black Men Rising;" Wilson Hall Auditorium — Tuesday, 8 
p.m., free. 
If you would like an event featured in 'Style Weekly,' send the a letter c/o Style section; Gl 
Anthony-Seeger Hall; MSC 6805; JMU; Harrisonburg,VA 22807; include date, cost and loca- 
tion ctftheeyent  ,  
/vll  SCA SENATORS 
„  oh-FreshmanCla*;President 
PeteS«erd«ivslu a„ 
Sa&«ps- *— At Larg 
Any students with 
ideas/concern about 





Dave Schneider at 
801-7676 or 
e-mail at schneidj 
Attention 
Seniors! 
Applications for student 
graduation speaker will 
be available in the 
SGA office, Taylor 234 
Pick one up! 
WM^m* 
KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN!!! 
SGA WEEK IS COMING 
DETAILS SOON 
I 
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A Night to Remember? 
As a service to all who attended the senior class'. 
98 Days 'Til Graduation party, The Breeze 
attempts to reconstruct the events of the evening of 
Feb. 9, 1998. 
Photos by JENNIFER BAKER 
i IT BEGINS innocently enough. Sophomore Joey Lovell (right) serves up suds to thirsty seniors. 
FOCB 
Markiik 
8 YO, ADRIAN! Kendal Flohre seeks companionship. Non-smoker, Pisces, likes long walks, has two cats. 
2 THE ROOM STARTS T era hits resurrected ft 
7 HOLD IT RIGHT THERE, youngster. Is that a soda pop! in your hand, sonny? Nobody said there would be caffeine aMhis party! 
-»»»r.»-••»»-.     . .       t._.   r.u    *£    inoo 
ng Time 
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3 Elisa Winter (far left, with hand In hair), an unidentified woman, Kirl Gallahue (center, extending tongue) and Julie Gass share a Kodak moment. 
ITS TO SHAKE with the retro sounds of the Breakfast Club, an '80s cover group. Among the Reagan- 
ted for the evening: "Safety Dance," "Don't You (Forget About Me)" and "Take on Me." 




toast one another's 
health. 
6 FOR 10 POINTS, connect this footloose senior to Kevin Bacon in six links or less. 
•     \ 
/ 
4 George Busenberg, 
Heath Grossman 
and Bobby Martin 
put their heads 
together to try to 
determine where Mr. 
Bigglesworth has gone. 
WrJ,*^^^ 
m?  ^^ 
' ** i\ 
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kiptex with bt 
location    Cheap ^el 
AiUson 432-9802. 
Room for rent - SouthvJew, private 
bathroom, furnished. Available May 
1, Call Eljnn, 432 2382. 
org 
$1.0££&f «Hn m_ 
' $5/Vis A    8poiicat:orT.     Calf 
(800)932-0528 x65. Qualified 
callers receive nee T-shirt 
>ft» - It's a 
ter's Rletee. 
81. 1989. 
bent, lord an 
) Mm ti li 
f70^1 87( 
Funkhouser & Associates 
Property Manag 
434-5150 
Now Renting For 
19$8-'9$ 
 Sctioot Year 
hunter'* Ridge 
No Funny Business. 
Just Good Advertising. 
Get your point across to over 14,000 
students, faculty and staff. 
The Breeze 
Call X6117 for details. 
^rCM 




and NAIL SALON 
498G University Blvd. 
(Across from Costco) 














TANNING SPECIAL           I 
One Session $3.00   l 
Six Sessions $ie.oo ■ 
12 Sessions $27.00 
20 Sessions $30.00 i 
30 Sessions $40.00 1 
1 month unlimited $35.00 ' 
MUST HAVE COUPON 
,    Expires 3/16/98 
Esm $7§k$i,S00/wk - Rage all 
ths n 
need 
fundrai&qfc Biijou^ fdjTyKJS^No 
banners, promotional items, etc. 
CCRU, 433-3734, ccmerica.net. 
National OJ Connection - Ou' DJa 
Parties! Check out the 
why not call for mfc today. Call 
{800)3234454 x95. 
k»v Quick Lunch needs wattieoam 
■  
iiRi^r L°L*-KS 
Spring Break Bahama* party 
















preferred. No experinece necessary. 
THINK AHEAD. APPLY TODAY.   CALL .•800«CITIBANK 
citibank.com/us/campus 
1998 Otio.vik iSoii'h Dil--.- 
SPORTS 
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JENNIFER BAKER/p/wfo editor 
Men's swim/dive coach Jennings "Brooks" Teal (center), seniors Matt Miller (left) and Steve Hemming (right) show off the 
squad's six CAA championship trophies dating back to 1992. JMU will look to add to that at this week's CAA championship. 
Continuing the Tradition 
The JMU men's swimming team has six consecutive CAA titles 
under their belt. The squad goes for No. 7 this week in Danville. 
by Magda Salazar 
contributing writer 
James Madison University has made 
tradition a way of life for many. From stu- 
dents who become active in Greek life to 
the escapades of those who like to wel- 
come new students by streaking across 
The Quad, it is obvious tradition plays a 
role at JMU. 
Such is a way of life here, and no other 
group has made tradition more of a way of 
life than the men who make up the JMU 
men's swimming team. 
The men's team will compete in the 
CAA Championships this weekend, and 
aside from hoping to bring home another 
trophy, they are attempting to become the 
only team in JMU history to win seven 
consecutive CAA Tournament Titles. 
■ The team is led by head coach Jennings 
"Brooks" Teal, who in only his fourth year 
as coach has continued a winning streak 
that started two years before his arrival at 
JMU. 
Four years ago, Teal brought in now 
seniors Matt Miller and Steve Flemming 
as his first recruits. 
" "My freshman year it was just another 
meet," Miller said about the CAA 
Championship. "Now it's four years later 
and you realize there's a lot of pride 
involved, for James Madison and for the 
Duke Dog pride that we have." 
Miller and Flemming now face the con- 
ference championships for the last time, 
and they have given every indication that 
they ane xeady.to cany on thai tradition. 
Junior r^aufC^riHng said, "WHehTwas 
a freshman, right after we had just won 
my first conference championship, one of 
the assistant coaches came up and said 
'Welcome to the tradition.' I didn't know 
what that meant, but as the years have 
gone by I've gained so much more respect 
for the program and for the school. I do 
know what that means. It is a tradition." 
While seniors prepare to bid farewell to 
their collegiate career, six freshman pre- 
pare to step into the six-year-old tradition 
for the first time. 
"It's the start of a dynasty for the fresh- 
men," freshman Patrick Lowry said. "We 
want to get a taste of what it feels like to be 
a champion. It's one of the reasons I chose 
to come here." 
In preparing themselves for the upcom- 
ing events, the athletes have slightly 
altered their routines by trying to get more 
sleep and eating right. The swimmers try 
to further focus themselves by practicing 
visualization. 
Flemming said, "As we come to the 
end of the season, we really step up the 
mental training, it's a huge part of swim- 
ming. It plays a real key role in our train- 
ing." 
Now, the team must focus on compet- 
ing against the other six schools that make 
up the CAA Conference and putting their 
best stroke forward. 
Oehling said, "I think we're going to 
have the biggest challenge that we've had 
in the conference in four years." 
Oehling cites the improved speed in the 
conference as the biggest threat to the 
Dukes reign. 
"Of course, Old Dominion [University! 
wn>*be\'e5Ycfteifefi'ging," Oehling said. 
"And last year's runner-up UNC 
Wilmington will also be very tough. But I 
think we'll come out on top like we always 
do- 
As Miller explains, often the competi- 
tion doesn't only lie against the swimmers 
wearing the other color swim caps. 
"Sometimes the difference between a 
fourth place and an eighth place finish is 
the difference between beating out your 
own teammates," Miller said. "A lot of the 
competition in itself is going to be racing 
your own teammates." 
While a championship victory is first 
and foremost in their minds, the members 
of the men's team look to make their victo- 
ry a little sweeter by breaking previously 
set records and claiming them for their 
own, some of which already belong to 
JMU athletes. 
Flemming said, "We want to win the 
200-, 400- and 800-yard freestyle relays and 
break all three records." 
Flemming won the 200-yard freestyle at 
the Eastern Collegiate Atheltic Conference 
Championships his freshman year but has 
since been plagued by shoulder injuries. 
He will compete in the 200-yard 
Individual Medley, 200-yard freestyle and 
the 100-yard freestyle. 
According to Miller, there is one record 
that has been out of their reach the past 
three years. The record for most points 
scored in a conference meet is 906 points 
and is currently held by the Dukes' wom- 
en's team. The men came just short of this 
record in 1997 when they compiled 832 
points at the conference Championships. 




by Magda Salazar 
contributing writer 
■■ Behind every team, 
I there lies a man or woman 
V^q I whose" knowledge of the 
|#» MM game or sport lends a 
Ife^^H hand in developing a win-" 
■ §^ I rung group of athletes. 
UMmm       At JMU, the men's 
Brooks Teal swimming and  diving 
team will compete for their 
seventh consecutive conference champi- 
onship Wednesday in Danville. At the 
helm of the team is a man who has led 
his team-to a championship title the last 
four years. And this year is no different 
for head coach Jennings "Brooks" Teal. 
"Coach Teal is absolutely the most 
virtuous, upstanding guy," junior swim- 
mer Paul Oehling said. "He's very 
straightforward and in your face. He 
knows what he's doing. He's a great 
trainer and a great coach." 
Senior Steve Flemming echoes 
Oehling's sentiments about Teal's 
strength and character. 
"[Teal] really tries to make sure that 
we're complete athletes in the water and 
out of the water. We train like champfc 
ons, and therefore we act like champi- j 
ons," rTemming said. 
Flemming also adds a positive aspect 
to coach Teal is his emphasis on acade- 
mics and the importance of ensuring the 
students are not only prepared to com- 
pete on a weekly basis but that their 
studies are completed before competi- 
tion. 
When Teal took over the team in 
1993, the athletes were already part of a 
championship team twice over, having 
won the CAA title the two previous 
years. Since his arrival as head coach, 
Teal has spearheaded his own run of 
accolades, titles and honors. 
"[Teal] is number one, an outsatnding 
teacher in terms of how he handles his 
team, and number two — he has the abil- 
ity to take a large group and build it into 
a team," JMU Athletic Director Don 
Lemishsaid. 
Aside from acquiring a team with 
two consecutive CAA titles, Teal took 
over a squad defending its first title as 
the Eastern Collegiate Athletic 
Conference champions. Since then, Teal 
and Co. have added two more ECAC 
titles to the trophy case. 
But as coach to the 25 male athletes 
on the roster, Teal's role takes on more 
than one facet. That role of model and 
mentor, as noted by senior captain Matt 
Miller, becomes a father figure when the 
squad is on the road. 
"When we are away from our hometp- 
our coach is the one who is like our 
father," Miller said. "He has always told 
us that if we get into any kind of trouble 
to call him. He is the kind of person who 
see DYNASTY page 23 
.1      I   I II 
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\o trouble with the law? 
FIND OUT i/i/HAT W\LL 
HAPPEN TO YOU ON 
PA6E 3. 
the 
WHY DO THE SAME OLD, 
SAME OLD WHEN YOU 
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"or the best Crab Cakes, Coconut Shrimp 
and Handcut Steaks, Come to Key West! 







egins at I Op.m. 




featuring live bands 
"Spilling Dew" 






Begins at I Op.m, 
With Live D.J. 
'20 w. mosby next to dukes plaza - 2'forms of i.d. required 
••IBS**. 
-1.. — .*■ 
TUt Ru&'wov-er- 
a«£r 
Madison Manor offers all the 
luxuries you deserve in a quiet 
setting with the* privacy you need. 
The ideal community for seniors 
and grad students, or anyone who 
wants to escape the ZOO found at 
those other OFF-CAMPUS 
apartment complexes. 
__ Call Sterling with any 
questions you may have or 
to set up an appointment. 
434-5150 
4W* 
wkcrt more, t's kn*d &$r /***/ 
►Funkhouser & Associates Property Management- 
r 
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contlnued from page 21 
cares and who will be there for us." 
For his part, Teal — the father of two — 
also tries to bring to the team a sense of 
family that mirrors what he has with his 
own family. 
"Family is important to me," Teal said. 
'Team family was something that when I 
came in they told me was important to 
them. I think my emphasis on family came 
from my own family and the family 
atmosphere that we try to create within the 
team is something that I have helped 
strengthen." 
It is this ability to train, mentor and 
lead that has prompted freshman 
prospects to choose JMU over other 
schools. Freshman swimmer Patrick 
Lowry remembers hearing Teal's encour- 
agement after the first meet. 
"I mink I started building my relation- 
ship with [Teal] from the very beginning," 
Lowry said. "At the first meet, coach told 
me that he was proud of me... it meant a 
lot. 
I realized, then, that I had made the 
right decision to attend JMU and that I was 
going to be happy here for the next four 
years." 
The feelings of respect for coach and 
athlete is mutual. While being coach 
means that someone has to set rules and 
guidelines, Teal said he feels the relation- 
ship established between both parties is 
equally important. 
"I truly am interested in [the team] as 
the whole person and not just the swim- 
mer," Teal said. "I feel like I'm working 
with them as a co-worker ... I put a high 
priority on them enjoying what they are 
doing within obvious certain restrictions.'' 
As a mentor, Teal has his own ideas 
about what he can offer those on his roster, 
both as athletes and students in the class- 
room. 
"[The Dukes' swimmers] want the 
team to be not just a great athletic team but 
a team that's got a solid academic record," 
Teal said. "That's an important part of the 
team goals. 
All I can do is challenge them or 
encourage them or try to motivate them to 
reach their goals." 
Tradition 
continued from page 21 
"We've had that as a goal and this is 
our third year. It's a very high number and 
we came very close last year and we're 
looking to do it this year," Miller said. 
In addition to the conference record, 
other JMU swimmers look to be a strong 
force in their own events. Adam Prem is 
the returning conference champion in the 
50-yard free style and one to watch in the 
100-yard event. Oehling is also a returning 
champion in the 500-yard freestyle will 
attempt to defend his title. 
Teal adds that there is excitement sur- 
rounding the number of points JMU swim- 
mers are capable of scoring in the 200- and 
400-yard individual medley and the 200- 
yard butterfly. 
"We're going to have a lot of people 
scoring a lot of points in those events," 
Teal said. "Those three events will be very 
strong for us." 
Through the team's triumphs and vic- 
tories, there exists among members an air 
of discontent at the attitude the JMU com- 
munity has taken, or not taken, toward 
their winning ways. 
Miller said, "I want JMU to recognize 
that there are guys who get up at 5 a.m. 
when we don't even have classes, jumjju- 
into a cold pool, go to classes, lift weignts ** 
and then jump back in the pool. It is a gru- 
eling schedule. The reason we do this is 
because we love the sport. We love to win. 
I think people don't realize how hard of a 
sport it is to swim, and they don't realize 
what a championship team we are." 
DYLAN BOUCHERLE/semor photographer 
Freshman catcher Ben Golden slides back safely into second base on a pick-off attempt In action at Long Stadium yesterday. The Dukes took the opening series, 2-1. 
Spanky ushers in '98 with series win over CSU 
Dukes take two of three from the Vikings 
despite the absence of suspended Razler 
by Mike Gesario 
staff writer 
The Diamond Dukes got off to a strong 
start this weekend as they took two out of 
three games from the Vikings of Cleveland 
State University, despite missing starting 
center fielder Kevin Razler (suspended 
three games for breaking team rules). 
The Dukes won the first game of the 
, J^^seaspn^i-g-JMUiunjor pitcher Aaron., 
Sams took control of the game from the 
start and overpowered the Vikings for 
most of the game. 
In his six innings of work, Sams gave 
up only two runs on three hits. Both of the 
runs came on a fifth-inning home run by 
CSU second baseman Keith Lillash. The 
lefty also equaled his career high for strike- 
outs by fanning 11 Vikings. He did not 
walk a batter. 
"I think I did well for the first game df 
the year," Sams said. "I think I did we|l 
getting ahead. My breaking pitches were 
wprkjpg pretty good. Overall I thought it 
was a pretty good job." 
The Dukes' hitters made things a little 
easier for Sams by scoring two runs in the 
second inning. Designated hitter Greg 
White, who batted .372 for the Dukes last 
season, led off that inning with a single off. 
CSU starter Brad Canpr\;Ganor then hit 
third baseman Eric Bender with a pitch. 
After a double steal, left fielder Chad 
Hartman drove in both White and lender 
with a double into right field. 
The Dukes added two more runs in the 
third. Second baseman T. Riley started the 
Dukes' rally with a walk. First baseman 
i Corey Hoch followed him with a double 
| down the left field line. With Riley on third 
and Hoch on second, short stop Nate 
Turner blooped a single to left. Riley 
scbred'and Hoch "advanced to third on the 
hit. Hoch then scored while Turner was 
thrown out trying to steal second base. 
"We executed our short game really 
well, such as the bunts and hit and runs," 
Turner said. "That just shows we are going 
to put some runs on the boards once we 
master that. We are really going to domi- 
nate once the season gets going." 
That would be all the support the JMU 
pitching staff would need in the game. 
Junior Ryan New came out of the bullpen 
to replace Sams in the seventh inning i" ' 
quickly retired the first two batters he 
faced. Things then got interesting as New 
gave up a single and a walk and then hit a 
batter. With the bases full of Vikings, New 
see SPANKY page? 7 
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Apply to be an advertising executive 
pr ad designer for The Breeze. 
Send resume, cover letter and clips to: 
Advertising Manager, 
.   The Breeze 
Gl Anthony-Seeger Hall 
MSC 6805 
James Madison University 
Harrisonburg, VA 22807 
Seepage 8 for a few ambiguous reasons why you shouid apply. 
Call x6127 for more information. 
Feb 17th ... 
Taylor... 
Room 304 ... 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.! 
(No excuses, we 
are there all day!) 
for girls . . . 
We will be there 
to talk about 
summer employment 
(college credit available), 
and to show slides. 
Be there or risk having a really 
boring summer. 




and Other Japanese Imports 
Now Open for Business 
P3Y Import Servb 
Vour Toyofa Specialist     ^V 
Ovsr 25 yran «p*ri«nca 
Robby (iroome 'David Pecor* Mike Davis 
/\SE Certified Master Technicians 
•Personal Quality Service 
at Reasonable Prices 







service and repair needs 
1170 Virginia Ave.. Harrisonburg 
(540)433-6051 
Hours: 8-5 Mon-Fri 
ftt. 42 North, next to Neighbors Exxon 
10% OFF 
WITH JMU ID 
Hey, diddle, addle, 
dormroom's kinda little, 
wish your roommate 
jumped over the moon. 
No need to fight 
the price is just right. 
And hey, you'll get 
your own room! 
Olde 
CHECK       OUT       OLDE       MILL! 
• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or interstate to cross. • Only four blocks to campus. • Energy 
efficient heat pumps. • Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. • Mini-blinds on all windows. • Basketball 
courts. • Paved parking spaces. • Pre-wired for telephone. • Telephone & cable outlets in each room. • 
Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments. • Well lit parking lot and walkways. • Convenient bus 
service to campus & Valley Mall. • Full time management and maintenance. • No sliding patio doors. 
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by Steven M. Trout 
sports editor 
To say that Saturday night's 
88-70 win over Virginia 
Commonwealth University was a 
welcomed surprise would be an 
understatement. To even say that 
the Dukes finally played 40 
decent minutes of basketball still 
wouldn't do the game justice. 
Simply put, the Dukes played 
an all-around superb game, 
pounding the Rams into submis- 
sion before 5,500 at the Convo 
Center — a feat fans have rarely 
seen throughout this season. 
"[Saturday night] we could 
have beat any team in the confer- 
ence," sophomore guard Jamar 
Perry said. "We're pushing the 
ball. We're running it. We just 
put it all together." 
And it came together quite 
nicely, indeed. The Dukes didn't 
look like CAA cellar dwellers. 
They certainly didn't play like 
they had only won two confer- 
ence games. They played more 
like they were expected to before 
the season began. 
VCU head coach Sonny Smith 
said to a pack of reporters follow- 
ing the game, "You're asking 
these questions like JMU is the 
worst team in the conference. I 
think they're one of the best." 
Although that may be a bit of 
a stretch for the 8-15, 3-10 CAA 
Dukes, Saturday night was cer- 
tainly a step in the right direction. 
It was a game in which everyone 
contributed, a game in which 
four of the starters ended with 
double-figure scoring. 
JMU was led by Perry's explo- 
sive performance. His career- 
high 30 points on 9-of-15 shoot- 
ing paced the Dukes. His near- 
flawless 5-of-6 performance from 
behind the arc was crucial in 
establishing JMU's half-court 
offense. 
"[Perry] had a. fantastic 
game," JMU coach Sherman 
Dillard said. 
But what's almost more 
important was how Perry's out- 
standing perimeter play con- 
tributed to the Dukes' inside 
dominance and vice-versa. The 
Rams were kept on their toes all 
night, knowing that Perry could 
drain a shot from almost any- 
where or just as easily dish the 
ball inside to one of the Dukes' 
two big men, senior Lamont 
Boozer and sophomore Rob 
Strickland. 
Almost overlooked by Perry's 
30 points was the splendid play 
of both Boozer and Strickland. 
For a team which has struggled 
DYLAN BOUCHERLE/semor photographe: 
ABOVE: Junior guard Ned Felton goes one-on-one with VCU guard Lamar Taylor during Saturday's 8^ 
70 victory. BELOW: Senior forward Lamont Boozer goes up for two of his five points. 
to find success in the paint all 
year, the Dukes certainly didn't 
show it. Combined, the two 
scored 24 points, grabbed 20 
rebounds and only committed six 
turnovers. 
Smith said, "I think they 
played awfully well. In the first 
half, Strickland hurt us bad . . . 
Lamont Boozer was playing like 
the Lamont Boozer of a year ago. 
When he does that, you're talking 
about the best post player in the 
CAA." 
What's more impressive is 
Strickland's statistics from the 
past two games. Looking at 
Saturday night as well as 
Wednesday's loss at the College 
of William & Mary, Strickland 
racked up 21 points and a 
remarkable 31 rebounds. 
To put it in perspective, it 
took Strickland the first six games 
of the season to reach the 31- 
rebound mark. 
"Strickland gives us a major 
league presence inside," Dillard 
said. "[Together] Boozer and 
Strickland have played great. The 
two play off one another." 
Strickland said, "We're tired 
of people saying we're soft. 
Every time someone challenges 
my manhood, I'm gonna show 
what I'm made of." 
Saturday night, he did just 
that and the JMU faithful were 
certainly appreciative. Strickland 
fouled out at the 3:35 mark and 
left the floor to a rousing stand- 
ing ovation. 
Regardless, it's about time 
JMU has showcased it's 6-foot-10 
twin towers. Boozer, although 
slowed by injuries all year, now 
seems healthy and ready to end 
his JMU career on a positive note. 
Highly touted out of high school, 
Strickland is finally beginning to 
play up to his potential. 
the apparent turnaround. 
"Where was this?" Dillard 
asked of the recent play. "It's like 
we had a virus and we took all 
our antibiotics." 
The diagnosis is uncertain but 
this revitalization couldn't have 
come at a better time. With three 
regular season games remaining 
before the CAA tournament, the 
Dukes need any momentum they 
[Saturday night] we could have 
beat any team in the conference. 
We're pushing the ball. 
We're running it. We just 
put it all together ' 
Naturally, the question then 
arises, "Where has this been all 
year?" The Dukes have struggled 
through a horrific year in the 
CAA but recently — the last 
three games — the squad seems 
to be playing at a different level. 
"We're finally starting to gel," 
Strickland said. "We've always 
had it, now it just seems like 
everything's coming together." 
Dillard has his own take on 
Jamar Perry 
sophomore guard 
can get. Facing East Carolina 
tonight at 7 p.m., JMU hopes to 
ride this emotional high toward a 
possible No. 7 seed in the tourna- 
ment. 
"Everyone's feeling good,' 
Strickland said. "Let's see what 
we can do." 
JMU can then look forward to 
the rest of the week to prepare for 
Saturday's contest at AmerifiHT' 
University. 
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ft  y 
Don ft Wait In Line, At South View Each Bedroom Has 
Its Own Bathroom. 
Each furnished Luxury Apartment 
comes with: 
• Double Beds in each 
bedroom 
OFFICE HOURS    # Fu|| sjze Washer & Dryer Mon.-Fn. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. / 
Sat. 10a.m.-4p.m. 
and by appointment 
869 B Port Republic Rd. 
432-0600       0|.  
Visit our website @ & living fOOTI 
www.lbjlimited.com 
Telephone & Cable 
hookups in each bedroom 
• Oversized Closets 
• Built-in microwave oven 
• Garbage disposal 
• Full size Dishwasher 
• Bus Service 
Stop by the Commons Rental Off ice, 
or call 432-0600, and make a move to luxury1. 
q 
Spanky 
continued from page 2 
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the board in the second game of the series, 
as they jumped on CSU starter Ed Marko 
early. In the first inning. Turner crushed a 
three-run homer over the scoreboard in 
right field. The ball may have landed on 
Interstate 81. 
Turner said, "I've done it couple times 
in batting practice... but that time I stayed 
3 
forced CSU designated hitter Russ Gladish 
to ground out to short for the final out of 
the game. 
"I was very pleased with the pitching," 
JMU head coach Joe "Spank/' McFarland 
said. "Our pitching did a nice job. We did 
not walk a lot of people and threw a lot of 
strikes." 
The Dukes wasted no time getting on     over theplate well, and I was able to get 
the fat part of the bat on it like 
1 wanted to. It felt good." 
An inning later, after a 
Hoch RBI single, Turner once 
again came through for the 
Dukes. With freshman Rich 
Thompson on third, Hoch on 
first, and Turner at the plate, 
McFarland called for a hit 
\jJM I  and    run.    Turner    came 
■^^^fl through and doubled in both 
' runners. 
Pitcher Greg White then 
helped himself by driving in 
Turner with an RBI single. 
That staked the Dukes to a 7- 
2 lead after two innings of 
play. 
The Dukes would need 
those extra runs, as pitcher 
Greg White had a shaky 
fourth inning. White gave up 
a lead off single to CSU first 
baseman Jim Rickon. White 
hit the next batter, then CSU 
catcher    Jeff    Waggoner 
clubbed a three-run home run 
off White to narrow the 
DYLAN BOUCHERLE/sCTiror photographer <Qu^es' lea{l t0 7.5. 
JMU pitcher Greg White hurls a pitch toward home plate. "\ didn't do as good as I 
could have," White said. "I made a few 
mistakes, but I expect that the first time 
out" 
White, making his third start on the 
mound for the Dukes, managed his way 
through the fifth inning and was replaced 
by sophomore lefthander Nick James in 
the sixth. James retired the first two batters 
he faced, and then he made things interest- 
ing. 
New gave up consecutive singles to 
Lillash and Marty Healy. CSU second 
baseman Mark Wazevich then doubled, 
driving in Lillash and moving pinch run- 
ner Joe LaMarco to third. A wild pitch 
allowed La Marco to score. 
Things got worse for the Dukes as New 
walked Gladish. Luckily for JMU, fresh- 
man catcher Ben Golden gunned down 
Gladish trying to steal second base. The 
inning was over and the Dukes still had a 
slim 8-7 lead. 
James, whose 4.23 ERA was JMU's best, 
regained his form in the seventh and 
closed the door for the Dukes. He forced 
shortstop Jason Fulmer to ground to first 
and then struck out the next two Vikings 
to end the game and sweep the twin bill 
from CSU. 
"It feels good to be 2-0. It's been about 
seven years since I've been 2-0," 
McFarland said as he smiled. 
CSU got some revenge Sunday as they 
handed the Duke's their first loss of the 
season. JMU's Blair DeHart gave up five 
runs in four innings of work in the loss. Six 
different Vikings pitchers kept the Dukes 
off balance all afternoon. JMU also strand- 
ed three men on third base in the first three 
innings alone. The final score was 7-3. 
"We really didn't hit the ball today. 
Sometimes that will happen," said White, 
who drove in all of JMU's three runs.. 
The next test for JMU lies at Friday's 
Ralston-Purina   Tournament      -in 
Wilmington, N.C. 
JMU ab r h rbi bb 
Hoch, lb 3 1 1 0 1 
Riley, 2b 3 1 0 0 1 
Turner, •$ 3 1 0 0 1 
G. White, dh 3 0 1 3 1 
Hartman, If 4 0 0 0 0 
Smoker, c 3 0 0 0 1 
Bender, 3b 4 0 0 0 0 
Johnson, rf 2 0 0 0 0 
Tehonica, ph 1 0 0 0 0 
Ralston, cf 0 0 0 0 0 
Golden, ph 1 0 0 0 0 
Thompson, cf 2 0 1 0 1 
DeHart, p 0 0 0 0 0* 
J. White, p 0 0 0 0 0 
Herr.p 0 0 0 0 0 
Total* 29 3 3 3 6 
CSU ab r h rbi bb 
Gladsih, If 5 3 3 3 0 
Fulmer, ss 5 0 2 2 0 
Miller, 1b 5 1 1 0 0 
Rickon, c 4 2 2 0 0 
Zdesar, rf 3 0 0 1 0 
Manfredonia, dh 3 0 0 0 0 
Smiren, ph 1 0 1 0 0 
LaMarco, 3b 1 0 0 0 2 
Lillash, 2b 4 1 2 0 0 
Wazevich, cf 4 0 1 1 0 
Porras, rf 0 0 0 0 0 
Hughes, p 0 0 0 0 0 
Schwamel, p 0 0 0 0 0 
Haase,p 0 0 0 0 0 
Rieke, p 0 0 0 0 0 
Moses, p 0 0 0 0 0 






ADVERTISING IN THE 
E REACH OVER 14,000 
S, FACULTY AND STAFF. 
X6127 FOR DETAILS. 
IF^tew.Qperititi^'a.m. 




9 p.m. Show! 
Thursday Same Great Thursday Ladies No Cover til 9 p.m.! 
Friday 
No Cover - 20C Wings 
then later it's 
Friday Night Live! 
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Awful Arthur's 
MI2.*I<"C»0» C '€»*■ ■-*•%* 




NIGHTLY   SPECIALS 
TUESDAY NIGHTS: 
2 lbs of crab legs for the price ofl lb 
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS: 25c Oysters 
"Jimmy O-Wed, Feb 18 -10 p.m. 
THURSDAY  NIGHTS: Bucket Night 
*Junk Food Budda-Thurs, Feb 19 -10 p.m. 
SUNDAYS: Brunch, 11 a.m.-3 p.m. 
Prime Rib and Crab Legs-2nds on us 
-,ALL LEGAL BEVERAGES 
Harrisonburg's one and only RAW Bar 
Just when ypu thought w m 
WEDNESDAYS were set aside 
l 
Vs/Ed N Esa A 
I 
Vs/Ed N ESd AV -Y 
dfor played oyt dramas, VALbE ■ 
I N Esd AV     __ .„_. 
LANES rolled in with a NOVEL 
WEd N ESdAV   .       . 
.idea. ActuaJly it turned out to be 
V/Ed N ESQAV       #AttM# CRAZY FUN. its a COSMIC 
WEdNESdAV        ,     , 





9:50-11:50 p.M. tvERy SuiNcKy & WedNEsdAy 
5106S.MAJNST.  454-8721 
TOWN & CAMPUS 
RECORDS 
20 W. Water St., Downtown Harrisonburg 
Mori Sat, 10-8 p.m. 
I his week's 
NEW RELEASES ON SALE 





(with Sermon, Wu-Tang, Onyx, Nas, 
Snoop & more) 
433-5550 
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SPORTS BEAT 
The Dukes were defeated 73-63 yesterday by East 
Carolina University in a triple-overtime thriller. JMU fell 
to 14-10 overall and 8-6 in the CAA. 
JMU was coming off a 71-57 win over UNC 
Wilmington Friday night where junior forward Kish 
Jordan scored a career-high 24 points to lead the Dukes. 
Jordan also pulled down 14 rebounds, while junior for- 
ward Manika Herring registered 11 points on 5-of-5 
shooting. 
Sophomore point guard Mistiza Colebank added 10 
points, five assists and five rebounds as she continued her 
stellar play of late. 
The Dukes held the Seahawks to 7-of-29 shooting from 
the field and forced 12 turnovers in the first half alone. 
The JMU women's tennis team won both of their 
weekend matches at Marshall University, raising their 
spring record to 2-1. 
The Dukes defeated UNC-Charlotte 8-1 on Saturday 
before downing Marshall 6-3. 
The 49ers were able to steal only one doubles match 
from the Dukes on Saturday, as the team of Karen 
Piorkowski and Sheri Puppo was defeated. Piorkowski 
won her singles match, 1-6,6-2,6-2. Puppo swept her sin- 
gles match 6-1,6-5. 
Against Marshall, Piorkowski, Puppo and Lauren 
Dalton won the first three matches for the Dukes before 
the Thundering Herd stole two. 
Conine Ogrodnik got the Dukes back on track with a 
3-6, 7-5,6-3 win before the Dukes won the first two dou- 
bles matches. 
The team of Dalton and Amy Fowler secured the last 
JMU victory, winning 8-4. 
It may have been Valentine's Day, but the Virginia 
Tech wrestlers were anything but loving to JMU as they 
defeated the Dukes 28-12 in a CAA match Saturday. 
The loss drops the Dukes to 7-3 overall and 2-1 in the 
CAA 
The Dukes' Dave Vollmer defeated Jeremy Gaysek in 
the 126 pound weight class while Nathan Rickman, Chris 
Vidak and Elliot Williams all won dose matches before 
D.J. Hockman was defeated in the heavyweight match. 
The Dukes competed at the Virginia Tech Invitational 
this weekend. Top finishers for the men include the 
Distance Medley Team of Bucky Lassiter, Paul Lewis 
Jason Long and Russ Coleman 
The team finished first with a time of 9:47.01 and quali- 
fied for the NCAA Provisional while setting a JMU 
record and running the seventh fastest time in the US. mis 
season. Lewis also finished fifth in the mile, running a 
4:11.79, which was the fastest time in the IC4A mis season. 
For the women, Shontya Bready set a school rec*tr* 
and qualified for ECACs with a time of 56.60 in the 400 
meters. Shaunah Saint Cyr tied the school record in the 60 
meter run with a time of 7.79. 
Bethany Eigel was an NCAA provisional qualifier in 
the 3,000 meters with a time of 9-38.74. 
JMU's four returning Ail-Americans Yuisa Medina 
(women's recurve), Amie Bradford (women's com- 
pound), Collin Flotta (men's recurve) and Randy 
Hinkelman (men's compound), led the Dukes with first 
place finishes this past weekend at the New Jersey, New 
York and Virginia State Indoor Championships. In her 
first career match, Rhonda Shaner went 24 and 0 on 
Saturday in New York 
If God is real, why are his people 
so fake ? 
MOT ALL. OF 05 ARE. 
EDGE CHURCH the church with an attitude 
< 
T 
I •■ Mfa Ml ■»» '■ I il  lid ■ 






Starting Tomorrow @10AM 







8:00 p-m For more Info 
•call x6217 






Here On Planet Earth\Scott Trobaugh 
COMICS 
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Blotter and Co. \Seth Friedman & Sean Miller 
fAngorfe 
fiff*)l«MUlRsf\ 





ape. **&rit   . 
No+e-'TJircraitwr 
<+<-;p 10 o» »*y 
■Htsh-re pr***k 
or P_nd<yrj* -Hs 
rt«l<f+«.ti>« 
Tuba Man \ Jason Hand 
Somewhere Out There \Sef Jb Thompson 
f[\g{ pew! 1 WANTYoolb Meet N\Y 
'KiWfcu HAD A 
SaoT.te MOT rAy\ BtoHafTliNftV •' 











GRfc.'ToanJ POUIBLVOWNED A 
DOOR FORTVYO OVOUONE FWAIN KTS 
NDTHEK CMCVVEP AAEOUT A<D  A]***^ 
feAu/ WEEP . 
fife to Cuiu. OUT/ 
LjKeloJgPA^Ai' 
"&      /\MD LATEK , OuTue Bus3 H«RD 
^     -lwoffe>PLE'TAu<W6 ABOUT rW 
» -THE* BECAUSE IT WAS. RJUTU 
^D^NCoRWa.'JMeANJ FbR 




75oDAtsUf:£...SAX ~ CmaiNilNj 
f A/W CR% AND PA & Po Is STRATE&I2IK& 
I Booi' BU&IENRWHWWLE MY&YSAMD 
lH "31^'CooKN'ONpAGRiaKWILLIN" 
MAN PA1' AttTrG»t Bft^&PttW. 
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Living Room 





10   i 11 
Amenities Include: 
•Four Full Baths! 
- Over 1400 Sq. Ft. of Living Space! 
Cable Outlets in Living Room and All 
Bedrooms 
Double Beds 
Living Room Pre-wired for Speakers 
• Breakfast Bar & Dining Area 
• Built-in Entertainment Center 
This is an exclusive community located at the 
end of Mountain View Drive, off Cantrell Avenue. 
Ample parking is available. Contact Sterling to 












OR TO SET UP 
AN APPOINTMENT 
• Closer to campus than any of the larger complexes • Most convenient location in town for shopping 
• Within walking distance • 
MOUNTAIN VIEW HEIGHTS 
Funkhouser & Associates 
Property Management 434-5150 
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Stltchface & Sock \Bob & Marty Z 
A. 
M 
HEY,  S1HCMF4CE, 





REALTY?  THAT45  SUPER? 
T'v/E *6oT  WOgopy. 
I GOT   AWie LF   S0H6 
GIFTS , TWOU6M5 
R6w?E IT o^T EupHoeiA-fr>V*/ 
\ *g 
-\j   n«sf  «"  «wW   I flee, 
The   CTKCI  madness -f   lov«.vx 
""A, Lori   T«ni>yj«r\ 
»0«Jic«W: T.  fk  I. 
Assume Nothing Mmie Regan 
£c* 
X-f  v/our 
idea of a Sarfurcia.y 
nia/rfr is hanging a 
Skinny comedian 
Up5ld6 - dogjfl 





only jo K&. 
\^V-£J Mvv     "       —          J\ 1W" ■ i •/■     1 >/£ 
R/1 




TITLES OIM SALE MOW! 
Creed 
Marcy Playground 
Kenny Wayne Shepherd 
DJ Shadow 
Goldie 
FAST SPECIAL ORDER SERVICE! 
WE PAY CASH FOR YOUR USED CDs! 
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY! 
In Kroger Shopping Center 
1790-96 E. Market Street 




comes «iih 2 
$6.50 MEDIUM, I TOPPING 
$7.50    MEDIUM. 2 OR 3 TOPPINGS 
nnncs with 4 Ircc dunks 
$ 9.00 LARGE, 1 TOPPING 
$10.00 LARGE, UP TO 3 TOPPINGS 
$12.00 2 MEDIUM, UPTO 3 TOPPINGS 
$16.00 2 LARGE, UPTO 3 TOPPINGS 
1.11 pita, ladada ■!• Ui) 
THE BEST PIZZA BAR 
IN TOWN ...HONEST! 
11a.m.-4 p.m. S4.29 
4 p.m.-8:30 pan $5.49 
Pizza, Pasta, Salad & Desserl 
ALL DAY EVERYDAY! 
•2 Wide Screen TVs &VCRs 
• 3 Party Rooms / Banquet 
Facilities Available 
•Up to 100 People 
433-0606 
. 141 south carlton 
free drinks & ranch with every order! 
Delivery Special 
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. only 
Large 1 Topping Pizza 
DAY BUFFET 
MONDAY - THURSDAY 
11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
$5 50 INC TAX ft*) 99 ^^r^^m OFBEV 
COUPON GOOD UNTDL 
2/22/98 
ITH PURCHASE 
 B ERAGE 
|ONE COUPON PER PERSON' 
NOT VALID FOR PARTIES 
 J_ J 
> 
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MAY '98 AND DECEMBER '98 GRADUATES 
in ISAT and CIS MAJORS 
MW»1 Technologies, Inc 
will be visiting your campus for the 
scheduled spring '98 recruiting events. 
RWD is a nationally recognized leader that 
assists Fortune 500 companies in 
developing and implementing customized 
systems that improve human performance 
in the workplace RWD is a leader in using 
the latest technologies We need engineers 
and scientists to design, develop, and 
implement client systems You will work 
directly with our customers in creating 
customized solutions Working with RWD 
will develop your technical leadership and 
management skills 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: 
ISAT Majors and Applied Scientists 
to support the implementation of enterprise-wide 
software systems (SAP, PeopleSoft, Oracle), support 
performance-based training in manufacturing 
environments, and software implementation initiatives 
Finance and Accounting Majors 
to support the development of end-user performance 
support systems for companies implementing integrated 
financial application packages 
HTML Authors and Web Developers 
to support large-scale intranet or internet development 
projects 
Software Developers 
to support online financial services, sales force 
automation, customer service, and real-time diagnostic / 








RWD provides an exciting, fast-paced 
environment, with an outstanding 
benefits package (including in-house 
technical training and tuition 
reimbursement), competitive salaries, 
and excellent performance and growth 
incentives   We will be hosting an Info 
Session on Tuesday, February 17th 
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. In the Sonner 
Hall Reception Room and 
conducting on-campus interviews on 
Wednesday, February 18th. 
You may also send your resume and e-mail 
address to 
JobsQrwd com, Sut* Line HRE 98 018 
RVM) Technologies. Inc 
ATIN   RECRUITING. HRE-M-OIB 
10480 Kile Patuxenl P»kway 
Columbia. MO 21044 
FAX   410-884-7284 
http://www.rwd.com 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 





Great Food. Great Fun. 
221 University Blvd. 801-0221 
Don't miss this Thursday's DJ. bash! 
-<*: WHAT ARE YOU DOING AFTER GRADUATION? 
t 
t 
"Those who graduate 
from the university leave 
prepared to weigh and 
address the toughest 
issues in the public policy 
arena with the same concern and respect 
for political freedom and religious liberty 
which guided the Founding Fathers." 
Kay C. James, Dean 
Regent University admits students of any disability, race, 
color, gender, and national or ethnic origin. 
 
America needs men and women called to bring greater integrity to the government of our nation. 
The Robertson School of Government at Regent University is preparing men and women with the 
foundational theories and practical skills needed to be effective domestic and international policy-makers, 
future elected officials, legislative aides and government leaders at the federal, state and local levels. Make 
your interest in America count by pursuing one of our three degree programs: 
M.A. IN PUBLIC POLICY • M.A. IN POLITICAL MANAGEMENT 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (M.P.A.) 
For more information and a free 
video viewbook, call: (888) 800-7735 
1000 Regent University Drive, Virginia Beach, VA 23464-9800 






3,4, or MR unit* available - 
Furnished or unfurniahed. Apple 
Real Estate Inc.. (540>4339576. 
Mountain VIM Heights - 41^4 
bath, new, furnished units, close to 
campus. FWI size W/D. available for 
1998'99. Call Sterling at 
Funkhouser & Associates. 434- 
5150.  
Sublease • Available March till 
August. August paid: (703) 878- 
7135. 
Roommate to share 2BR 
townhouse - Squire Hill, beginning 
June 1. 1998. W/0. OW. MW, 
TV/VCR. Unfurnished, no pets. 
Call 433-2116. ask for Rob. 
2BR suite - Hunter's  Ridge 
townhouse available August. L/R, 
D/R. bath, kitchenette. Share full 
kitchen. W/D. Call Tesla. 574- 
3679. 
Two nice luntobad room* - Close 
to JMU. Utilities, cable, swimming, 
pool. $325 & $375/mo. plus 
equal deposit. 432-9005 or pager. 
(540)887-9369. 
Foxhill Townhomes 
Student housing - Investment 
Property - "Live Rent Free" - 
Info/Brochure - Call 432 5525 
Hunter's Ridge townhouse - 4BR, 
furnished. Well-maintained. 
August. $240/person. (540)371- 
2552. 
Female  roommate  needed  - 
$220/mo. Now & next year. 433 
8745. 
4BR, 2 bath - College Station 
townhouse. $225, furnished, full 
size W/D. walking distance to 
campus, on bus route, parties of 2 
& parties of 4 welcome. 433-8862. 
Harrlsonburg - House, 7BRs, 
$250/each, parking, no pets. 
(703)931-4167. 
Harrlsonburg - Houss, 3BRs, 
$250/each, air. no pets. 
(703)931-4167. 
J-M Apartments 
434-1847 (9 M - 5 p.m.) 
IBRapt.  S305/mo. 
2BRapt.  S400/mo. 
or $200/person 
3BRapt.  5450/mo. 
or $150/person 
4BR apt.   S680/mo. 
or $170/person 
Ail apts. near Cantrell Bridge. 
One of the closest complexes to 
JMU! 
Owner/Manager! 
The good apts. go first so come 
by and see us! 
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"*n. VfSjfw H#4£nts 
Madhjon Terrace 
Madison Square 
For More Information Call 
434-51S0 
Uttle Treasures Child Care Center 
Ch«d cave opening! 
**f, Z*p.m. 
Working with mgee It mom.-4 rrs. 
1 yr. experience needed. 
A/»o, need tub*. 
Ash for Kan or Kara, 
87*2010 
University Place - 3BRs, 2 btrthsT 
completely furnished, water/sewer 
included, room private bath, $255- 
share bath, $235. 433-8822. 
Maxkson Manor - 2BR., 2 baths. 
completely furnished, fireplace, 
water/sewer included, one year 
lease, no pets, $295/ea. 433- 
8822. 
Room for rent - Southview, private 
bath, furnished. Available May 1 
Call Erynn, 432-2382. 
Earn $7S0-$l,500/wk - Raise a,, 
the money your student group 
needs by sponsoring a VISA 
fundraiser on your campus. No 
investment & very little time 
needed. There's no obligation, so 
why not call for info today. Call 
(800)3238454 x95. 
Sl,500/weekly potential mailing 
our circulars. Free info. Call 
(202)452-5940. 
$7/hr. plua S150/mo. housing 
allowance. Largest rental service 
on the Outer Banks of North 
Carolina (Nags Mead). Call Dona 
for application and housing info 
800662-2122. 
National OJ Connection - Our DJs 
ROCK Melrose, Formals, Parties! 
4330360. 
SkydMngl Make your first jump In 
one day with Skydive Virginia! for 
brochure call (540)967-3997, & 
leave mailing info. 
http://www.skydive-virginia.com 
Business opportunities - "Free 
internet fundraising program." Visit 
http://www.totalmart4etlng.com/fan 
dntwn or email frannardvvaix2.net 
or (540)801-8016. 
NOTICE 
For more Information and 
assistance) regarding the 
Investigation of financing 
business opportunities & 
work-at-home opportunities, 
contact the 
Botter Business Bureau Inc. 
at 1-800-533-5501. 
CAHCUN • BAHAMAS 
24 HOURS OF FREE DRIMKSI 
Includes RT air, hotel, 24 hra of tree 
(kinks 4 weekly party schedule of 
Spring Break events! 
Organize 15 Mends & 
EARN A FREE TMPt 
CLASS TRAVEL (1ST M FUNI) 
(strB)srie tiii 
ar •**■■■* at 
SALES SCIASSTRAVELCOMI 
•30 OssasSaaSJSSs An. South 
■••ton. MA 0221S 
Mewfrl » a.m    S a.m., Sat 12-4 ET 
Roommats  nseded to  share 
expenses - 4BR apt. Olde Mill 
Village. $240/mo., furnished. Walk 
or bus to JMU. Available 
immediately or summer session 
98. (804)276-6326. 
Looking for summer housing? 1BR 
in 4BR apt. available May 1st 
August 1st. Walking distance to 
JMU, on bus route. Clean, 
furnished, private bathroom, 
phone, cable in BR. W/D, AC, 
Micro. $265/mo. Call 801-8221 
before 1 a.m. 
FOR SALE 
Summer clothes are here) Gift & 
Thrift, 227 N. Main St. 
"84 Honda Accord - Hatchback, 
automatic, cruise control, 
intermittent wipers. High mileage, 
but good car. $850/negotiable. 
Call (540)4335966. 
Oultar - Squler II Stratocaster 
Fender, $185. Call Joe, 432-0364. 
Rock on! 
HELP WANTED 
Attention business students - 
Earn $$$, build your resume 
running your own business this 
summer. Call (800)3934521 ext.2 
for more info/interview. 
Free T-shirt ♦ $1,000 - Credit 
Card fundraisers for fraternities, 
sororities & groups. Any campus 
organization can raise up to 
$1,000 by earning a whopping 
$5/VISA application. Call 
(800)932-0528 x65. Qualified 
callers receive free T-shirt. 
Classic Photography 
Call Copy 
at (800) 768-3987 
Classic Photography has 
positions available for 
photographers. Must have own 
transportation & outgoing 
personality. Job Is perfect for 
individuals looking for 
supplemental Income without 
extensive time input 
SPRING 
SPRING BREAK I        BREAK! 
Earn up to S5O0/wk. assembling 
products at home. No experience. 
Info. (504)646-1700 Dept. VA-4806. 
Child Care - 2 or 3 mornings/wk, 
flexible hours. x3068. 
Summer/semester employment - 
Sales representatives needed. Full 
or part-time. Outgoing, professional. 
No experience needed. $7/hr. plus 
commissions. (888)725-2233. 
Perfect business opportunity for 
JMU students! We should know 
we're JMU students ourselves. Call 
our info hotline for more Info. 
(800)2432188. 
Summer Jobs - Live & work in the 
Rockies at small private retreat near 
Gunnison, Colorado. Salary & 
housing provided May-August. For 
complete job description, call Susan 
(JMU graduate) at (970)641-5797. 
EMTs wanted - Current certification 
required. For University Recreation. 
8-10        hrs/wk. weekday 
afternoons/evenings & weekend 
shifts, starting at $6.15/hr. 
Responsibilities include monitoring 
of UREC facility, sport club 
practices/games, staff meetings. & 
mservices. 
SERVICES 
Lowest pricel Imprinted T-shirts, 
banners, promotional items, etc. 
CCRU, 4333734, ccruOrlca.net 
Spring Break Bahamas party 
crulset 6 days, $2791 Includes 
meals, parties & taxes! Great 




Spring Break Panama City! Stay 
on the beach near the best bars 
$149! 6 Free Parties & Free cover 
charges Included! Daytona $149! 
springbreaktravel.com. (800) 673 
6386 
Florida's New Hotspot • South 
Beach $129! Bars open until 5 
a.m.I Great beaches, activities, 
upscale, warmer weather! Try 
Cocoa Beach - Hilton $179! 
Daytona $149! 
springbreaktravel.com (800) 678- 
6386. 
Spring Break  '98 Get  Oolngl 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & 
Florida. Group discounts & free drink 
parties! Sell 5 & go free! Book now! 
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex. (800)234- 
7007 or endlesssummertours.com. 
Spring Break '98 Get  Oolngl 
Panama City beachfront hotels from 
$99! 7 nights beachfront, daily free 





Cancun From $399 
Jamaica From $399 
Bahamas From $429 
Florida From $129 
LAST CHANCE 





Cruise   $279 




7 Nights Near Best Barsl 
Jamaica $419 
7 Nights • Air * Hotel • Save 
$150 on Food & Drinks 
South Beach 
$139 
Daytona  $149, 
Cocoa Beach $179 
Spring Break Travel 
Our 11th Year! 
(800)678-6386 
#1 Spring Break - Don't get burned. 
SunSplash Tours! The reliable Spring 
Break company. 12 years 
experience. Hottest destinations! 
Lowest prices! Free trips, parties, 
drinks! SunSplash, (800)426-7710 
or www.sunsplashtours.com. 
Attention Students:   Look Great for 
spring break lose weight naturally. 
Doctor recommended. SAFE - 
EFFECTIVE. Money-back quarantee. 
FREE Information. Call 540-801- 
4634. 
WANTED 
Wantsd - Cars tor parts. 867-5871. 
$$$ Summer work - Average 
income $6521. Placing all majors. 
Travel, resume experience. Call 
Nancy. 432-1240. 
PERSONALS 
Adoption: Loving couple, married 
10 yrs. wants to adopt baby. Will 
comply with all adoption laws, 
confidential.Toll-free evenings 
/weekends: 1-80O775-3699. 
Donate your vehicle to charity - 
Tax deductible Charity Foundation, 
Inc. (540)432-6653. 
Adoption - Loving couple & their 
young son wish to build a family 
through adoption. Please call Je 
& John at (800)895-2468, 
code 31. Confidential. 
T.J. Dermagraphlcs - Stranger 
Than Fiction will be at Hillside Feb. 
17th at 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. & at 
Eagle Hall on Feb. 20th 7 p.m. to 
9 p.m. Demonstrating on tattoos & 
removals. Jamie Prom JMU will 
show off piercing. There is a free 
tattoo in one of the books with the 
lucky number. Challenging the 
students, the glass sculpture will 
be on display. Come & look. 
Get credit for touring France - 
May '98. Call x6069. 
Spring from the Burg - Join the 
party. The 5th Annual Safe Break 
Party is being held on Wednesday, 
Feb. 25th. from 4-7 p.m. in P.C. 
Ballroom. Food, drinks, giveaways, 
carnival atmosphere. Sponsored by 
University Health Center. 
Subscriptions to  The Breeze 
are available! 
For only $30 for third class mail. 
or $75 for first class mail. 
you can receive a full year of «V 
The Breeze*. Please send your 
name, address & money to: 
The Breeze 
Anthony-Seeger Hall 
Harrisonburg, VA 22807 
To place a classified 
ad in The Breeze, 
please come 
to The Breeze office in the 
basement of Anthony-Seeger 
Hall, weekdays from 
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Classified ads cost $2.50 for 
the first 10 words, and $2 for 
each additional 10 words. 
Boxed ads are $10 per 
column inch. 
The (Breeze would lil^e to congratulate 
its new editor and managing editor. 
Qood lucf^serving this newspaper in its 7^ year! 
Courtney A. Crowley, editor 
Manny 'Rosa, managing editor 
Active April'2,1998 - March 31,1999 
i 
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It's way late - 
uess who's waiting 
for you to call? 
Port Rd/EMU 
88 Terri Drive 
433-3111 




LARGE Cheese Pizzas 
$4A 99        * 
No coupon necessary 
Ask for your free dipping sauce! 
►Garlic Butter«Ranch -Pizza Sauce 
•Parmesan Peppercorn 
Pizza Panic 
MEDIUM TWO TOPPING PIZZA 




No coupon necessary 
Medium Order off Chccscybrcad 
$E 99 5 pippins Sauce, > Included! 1 
No coupon necessary 
